
Arpan Srivastava   gmail.com submitted on 14 January 2013 

 
Hi, 
I want to add one more horror serial of 80's named " Bunder Ka punja" of Doordarshan 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 January 2013 

 Thanks Arpan for your addition and Keep Visiting. 
 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Naveen K. Narela    submitted on 14 January 2013 

 
Sh. Bobby ji, 
 
I remember one serial on doordarshan in very early period say 1980,s "Pintoo Singh Taxi wala" with Paintal as in lead role. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 January 2013 

 Hi Naveen, 
Thanks a lot for reminding me but actually it was "Ladoo Singh Taxi Wala" as I can recall and would soon add it in the article too. 

Cheers! 

  

 Bala    submitted on 19 January 2013 

 
Cartoons: 
Guchee, potlie Baba, tales spin, duck tales, gadget man, superhuman samurai 
 
Serials: 
Ajnabi, Hindustani, Khanoon, captain house, street hawk, turning point, 
different strokes, made in india.  

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 January 2013 

 Thanks Bala for writing in but here we are actually listing all the HINDI serials before 90 only. 
Yet it was good to read those names again. 

Cheers! 

  

 raghuveer    submitted on 21 January 2013 

 
Will any body tell me one of doordarshan horror tv serial whose name i can not recall. It start music with ti, titi,titi, DAN (only music & 
no title song) With picturisation of Khandar situated in open space. if i am not wrong it telecast on saturday or sunday at appx 9pm. it 
comes after neev, chunoti, & nearby period of subah. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 January 2013 

 Hi Raghuveer, 
Our friend Rashmi has given the right answer to you as I can recall too! 
Cheers! 

  

 raj    submitted on 22 January 2013 

 
Bobby ji,  
 
Badi kushi hui is blog dekke, Ekbar aap pura list ko taza karenge with what are all available in the market as CD/DVD's (all those 
loverly serials which left an impression on us before to 1991) 
 
I really thank you from bottom of my heart. 
 
I think you can also add Mulla naseeruddin. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 January 2013 

http://gmail.com/


 Hi Raj, 
Thanks a lot for your loving appreciation and do chek the post again as it will be updated surely within this week. 
So Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 rashmi    submitted on 22 January 2013 

 
Dear Raghuveer, 
I think I have answer to ur query I think u are talking about KILLE KA RAHASYA. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 January 2013 

 Thanks Rashmi and I think the answer is perfectly right. 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 deepak    submitted on 23 January 2013 

 
Bobby sir 
this is third time i am disturbing you regarding serial school days 
atleast just suggest me from where i can buy cd or dvd of that serial  
really i like that serial very much 
thanks 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 13 February 2013 

 Hi Deepak, 
As informed earlier, at this moment the serial has not been released by any home video company and the only place where it may be 
available is Youtube. So the last choice we have with us is to keep searching it there to see that if any like minded friend has uploaded 
it. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Somenath    submitted on 25 January 2013 

 
Long back in 90's there was as hindi serial based on Bibhutibhushan Bandopadhyay' Aranyak, I guess it was telecasted in DD 1 at 
9pm slot. 
If anyone can provide me the name of that serial and link where I can find the DVD of the same I will be greatful. 
Many thanks! 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Hi Somenath, 
I am sure one of our friends here would come up with it soon. 
Cheers! 

  

 Lehar    submitted on 26 January 2013 

 
There used to be a children's serial telecasted on Sundays only I suppose. It was an animated series about a dinosaur and few kids. 
 
Title song was : Hamara pyaara dino(saur).... I am just able to recall this much. 
 
Can someone please tell me the the name of this serial, I am really stuck with it's image in my mind.  
 
 
Thanks. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Hi Lehar, 
Honestly I really dont remember that serial but hope any friend here does in his or her informative reply soon. 
Cheers! 

  

 



Nishant Agarwal    submitted on 26 January 2013 

 
Dear sir, 
From where can I get tv serial Upasana. 
Please help can I get title song anywhere on net? 
 
Thanks 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 13 February 2013 

 Dear Nishant, 
Do search the serial and its title song on Youtube as it can only be found there till it gets released officially. 
Though chances of which are very less. 
Cheers! 

  

 sandip    submitted on 27 January 2013 

 
some serial names are - Kashmakash, Imtihaan, Kashish. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Thanks Sandip for visiting and writing in with more names. 
HIS BLESSINGS  

  

 JITEN    submitted on 27 January 2013 

 
Hello Friends, 
There was a serial on doordarshan on robotic black car. Can anyone please tell me the name of the serial? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Lets wait Jiten as any friend here may come up with the name soon. 
Cheers! 

  

 amritha    submitted on 28 January 2013 

 
hey guys i am not able find the name of the serial which used to be telecast on sundays for kids,, i don remember the year may be 
inbetween 90's 2000...  
it had 4 childern,, its kind of detective thing,,, 
 
i just remember some lines of title song, if anybody knows then plz let me know,,, title lines r like this 
 
Neele akash ke neeche, hum doude hawa ke peeche........ dilwalw hai matwale hai hum char(4) hum.... 
 
Kind of some thing,,, guys plz plz help me,, i m searching from soooo may days,, 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Hi Amritha, 
Please chek as your query has been replied by our friend Ramchandra here. 

Cheers! 

  

 Ramchandra    submitted on 28 January 2013 

 
Amritha, it was Ek Do Teen char.. I loved it. Title song was shot in Appu ghar. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 13 February 2013 

 Thats perfectly right Ramchandra and thanks for replying too. 
Cheers! 

  

 Ramchandra    submitted on 28 January 2013 



 
I remember an episode from Mahanagar which had Shekhar Kapoor in lead role. 
I am looking for it. Also does anyone remember Kacchi Dhoop which had Bhagyashri in lead? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 13 February 2013 

 Hi Ramchandra, 
Do keep checking Youtube for such uploads as in all possibilities these serials may not be released on Home Video. 
However I remember someone informing about KACHHI DHOOP few months back and I would check on that soon. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 amritha    submitted on 30 January 2013 

 
hey guys i m looking for ek do teen char episodes,,,,  
 
does anyone know where can i find those episodes,,,,, 
 
 
plzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 13 February 2013 

 Hi Amritha, 
The only chances to get these serials are when either they get telecast again on some Doordarshan Channel or someone uploads 
them on a video sharing site such as Youtube, so lets be hopeful. 
Cheers! 

  

 Usha    submitted on 30 January 2013 

 
I am searching for the DD serialof 1990s 'Kshitij Door Nahin' where can i get it? people who are making and the people who are 
watching present serials should learn to make a short, sweet, and memorable serials like that. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Hi Usha, 
In all probabilities it may be found at Youtube or in a re-run on Doordarshan Channels in the future as the serial getting released on 
Home Video is quite impossible. So your would have to wait till that happens.! 
Cheers! 

  

 Neil    submitted on 01 February 2013 

 
Could anyone post a link for the serial "Tumhare Liye" which used tobe aired in afternoon, It was based on Himashu Joshi's novel 
'Tumhare Liye'. It was a romantic love story, I was crazy for that serial. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Hi Neil, 
If the serial is availbale over the net then a friend here would soon give us the link hopefully. 
Cheers! 

  

 S.M.Kamalapur    submitted on 08 February 2013 

 
There was a serial of Mohan Bhandari where he is an engineer and trying to change life of villagers. It had a very good Jagjit Singh 
song 'yeh jag hai dukh sukh ka mela har insa hai yaha akela apne apne sapne sabke apni apni manzil'. 
 
Kindly inform name of the serial. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Hi S. M. Kamalapur, 
In the 80s Mohan Bhandari was a part of the serial CHUNOUTI but I cant remember name of the one you are mentioning. 
May be a friend here recalls its name and informs us soon. 
 
So keep visiting! 



Cheers! 

  

 Ron    submitted on 10 February 2013 

 
Anyone remembers the serial "Talaash" 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Hi Ron, 
There are in fact few comments talking about the serial here and its also available online at the following link : 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8nDBrAdml0 
 
Cheers! 

  

 80'skid    submitted on 11 February 2013 

 
Kamalapur, I think the name of the serial was "Apni Apni Manzil". I think Channa Ruparel played the lead role of a villager's daughter 
at the place the hero goes to. Yes, I recall it was a good serial. 
 
Usha, the serial was called "Kshitij yeh nahin" (beyond the horizon) , I think. Supriya Pilgaonkar played the lead role. Rajat Kapoor (of 
Vyomkesh Bakshi fame) played her husband who gets killed in the army and is mostly shown in flashback. It was a very beautiful and 
touching story of how her father in law helps her and her little daughter move on and find love again. Would love to watch it again. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Thanks 80's Kidz for your valuable comment with all the relevant information about those serials. 
I hope many friends get their must needed answers from it. 
 
Keep Visiting and Writing In with more such info. 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 80'skid    submitted on 11 February 2013 

 
There are many mentions of "Phir wahi Talaash" in the comments above but I can't quite recall much about this . Was it a sequel to the 
serial "Talaash" ? The one that starred Mousumi Chatterjee (and Alok Nath ?)Her real life daughter played a young Mousumi in the 
serial. The title song went "Jeevan...ek pyaas hai. Sabhi ko....kuch talaash hai. Jinki hum talaash mein umr bhar chalein...." . The tune 
was exactly similar to the very old movie song "Tum pukaar lo, tumhaara intezaar hai".  
 
Someone mentioned the Sai Paranjape serial "Chote Bade". Sulabha Deshpande and her husband played the grandparents of Winnie 
Paranjape. I was too small and could barely understand much but remember the servant "Madan Ban" who was a very funny 
character. He would answer the phone saying "Helloo....who you ? you who ? I the Madanban" :) 
 
The original "ghar jamai" serial by Shreedhar Ksheerasagar was also much awaited and loved. Anant Mahadevan played the son in 
law from Mysore ("Subbu"). He would even speak a few lines in Kannada scolding the cook for making bad coffee :) 
 
One of the comments above talked about a serial where two reporters go around interviewing people about Doordarshan programs. It 
was supposed to be a comedy serial, my parents used to watch and laugh a lot though I couldn't understand anything unless someone 
translated the jokes for me :) Do remember the serial name though, it was called "Tasveer ka doosra rukh" 
 
I could go on and on talking about those Doordarshan days. Those were the best times ! Thanks for all those nostalgic memories 
which took me back to my childhood. I miss those days ! 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 15 February 2013 

 Thanks once again 80's Kidz and I really loved reading about all these serials in details once again. 
No doubt, your comment indeed is a valuale one for many like minded friends here. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Arun Nair    submitted on 12 February 2013 

 
Nobody mentioned the western music program called Hot Tracks which used to air at 10:30 pm i guess once a week. It was started 
almost the same time when MTV started, 1983-84, so that's remarkable. And the guy instrumental in bringing the program to Indian 
shore was a young son of an industrialist - Anil Ambani!  
 
No wonder it was sponsored by Vimal ('only Vimal")! My uncle used to record the music videos into a blank VHS cassette. The 
program instilled my love for western music in a big way. It was anchored by a young Sharon Prabhakar (before she married Alyque 



Padamsee). Now when I see MTV, Channel V and Vh1 , I think of those days and how much excitement it used to bring on us !!!! 
Gone are the days..... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 18 February 2013 

 Hi Arun, 
Thanks for your valuable input but since the article and discussion here mainly is about the HINDI serials of that era so the names 
were not there. However it was great reading about this program after a long time once again and thanks for reminding us all. 

Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Raj    submitted on 14 February 2013 

 
Hi Bobby, 
 
What about Fantastic four, He Man and other Sunday morning shows. 
 
One of the oldest serials RANGOLI is also misssing from your list.. 
The first daily soap of the country SHANTI may not be of 90's but also deserves a place here.. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 21 February 2013 

 Hi Raj, 

Actually as mentioned in the comments here before too the article is mainly about the Hindi serials we cherished in those years hence 
it does not include many others such as He-Man and more. 

But thanks for sending in your additions and Keep Writing in. 
Cheers! 

  

 Aditya Kumar Dixit    submitted on 15 February 2013 

 
Sir, 
Respectfully,I beg to say that I need complete information about two tv shows 'YUG' and 'MAIN DILLI HOON' broadcasted on DD 1 
channell in late ninties. I will be obliged you. 
Thank You, Sir. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 21 February 2013 

 Hi Aditya Kumar, 
As I feel these serials can only be seen in two ways, 
One if a like minded fan uploads them on Youtube, if he has recorded them earlier. 
and Two if Doordarshan itself relays them again in any of their channels. 
 
So keep cheking in both these places and you may find them soon. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Richa    submitted on 18 February 2013 

 
I cannot remember the name of the show... but it was very good. and the title sequence had - an aquarium where two fishes were 
romancing. Can someone people remind me the name? It used to come Sunday morning after Rajni. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 21 February 2013 

 Thanks for your comment Richa and I am sure a friend here would soon come up with the name of the serial mentioned. 
 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Wajid   www.osu.edu submitted on 19 February 2013 

 
saurav  
submitted on 07 January 2012 
There was a Sci-Fi TV series which used to be aired on Doordarshan in late 90s. The show format was that the crew of the ship used 

http://www.osu.edu/


a time machine to bring some well known scientist like Einstein, Newton from past so as to solve the problem they faced in the 
space...whats its name?? 
 
Even I am desperate to find the name of this serial which saurav mentioned!!! 
 
There used to be a space ship, crew members and a notorious kid whose friend was a robot. That robot would talk in a funny accent.  
In every episode they bring different scientists through a time machine and then demonstrate what they did in their lifetime and also 
made scientists to demonstrate their work. 
I think it used to aired around 12pm or around 4 pm when I used to come from school :P 
 
Please if anybody knows the name of the serial do let me know. please. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 21 February 2013 

 Hi Wajid, 
Even I am very eagerly waiting for any friend here to come up with its title. 

So lets be hopeful. 
Cheers! 

  

 dab    submitted on 20 February 2013 

 
I loved watching SHRIKANT, in which Farooq shaikh was acting. Can I buy the complete serial,let me know please. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 21 February 2013 

 Hi Dab, 
Unfortunately the serial has not been released in the Home Video market and there are very rare possibilities for it to get released too. 

However it may be uploaded officially or unofficially at Youtube or gets telecast again on any Doordarshan Channel in the coming 
months/years. 
So these are the only two options where you can get to see it again. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Rashmi    submitted on 23 February 2013 

 
Dear Bobby Ji 
While I was driving near Raisina Hill Rd I accidently took a wrong turn and landed up near Prasar Bharti . I came across a board 
saying you can buy copies of Doordarshan programs so I went inside to try my luck There is department by the name Archives in the 
building .However I was informed by a very helpful lady who works as a secretary that Archives only contains copies for those 
programs that are produced by doordarshan and the serial which have producers other than doordarshan buy broadcasting time from 
the channel and the copies of the episode are returned to them after they are broadcasted ..I will try the mandi house office and see if i 
can get some more info... 
Regards 
Rashmi 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 06 March 2013 

 Hi Rashmi, 
Thanks for your kind concern and yes Doordarshan did came up with a plan to release his archives as CDs and DVDs few years back. 
But I guess the response was not encouraging enough as I couldnt find many new releases from them later on. 
However the following link is about the company which markets their products and you can chek out the releases here too. 
 
http://www.mysticamusic.com/doordarshan-archives-all.php 

Cheers! 

  

 rashmi    submitted on 24 February 2013 

 
Dear Bobby Sir 
Have researched and found out following serials (complete series)are available on either Youtube or with home video companies 
FARMAAN 
MALGUDI DAYS 
YEH JO HAI ZINDAGI 
YEH DUNIYA GAZAB KI 
PHIR WOHI TALAASH 



MAHANAGAR 
KATHA SAGAR 
KACHCHI DHOOP 
FLOP SHOW 
BHARAT EK KHOJ 
WAGLE KI DUNIYA 
BYOMKESH BAKSHI 
MAHABHARAT 
TAMAS 
NUKKAD 
UDAAN 
DEKH BHAI DEKH 
ZAMANA BADAL GAYA 
KABHI YEH KABHI WOH 
MIRZA GHALIB 
KAHKASHAN 
THE SWORD OF TIPU SULTAN 
TENALI RAMAN 
TEHKIKAT 
ALIF LAILA 
AKBAR THE GREAT 
CHANKYA 
VIKRAM AUR BETAAL 
SEHASAAN BATISI 
ZABAAN SAMBAL KE 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 06 March 2013 

 Hi Rashmi, 
 
Thanks for your helpful research and additions which would surely help many looking for this serials from a long time. 
I have also mentioned their availability of few them in the post too but your comment will surely help. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Amol Deshpande    submitted on 26 February 2013 

 
Hi , 
There was a serial named " Kashmakash " starring Tom Alter and Radha Seth . It was a kind of detective ( Jasoosi ) serial like 
Karamchand and 
Tehkikaat. Also some of the serials I was fond of as a child were  
 
1 He-Man and The Masters of The Universe 
2. Talespin ( Ballu and Ritika Mahalingam with "Hire for Higher " 
3. Ducktales ( Uncle Shcrooj and 3 samll ducks ) 
4. Potli Baba Ki 
 
Also Chaayageet ( a program of beautiful songs ) was there. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 06 March 2013 

 Thanks a lot Amol Deshpande for visiting and giving your valuable additions too. 
Cheers! 

  

 Kundan Singh    submitted on 04 March 2013 

 
Hello Sir, 
How about stone boy, mitti ke rang and street hawk...I am not sure about the date when these serials were aired but surely would like 
to if these are available online. 
 
Please do let me know.. 
 
Thanks  
Kundan Singh 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 06 March 2013 

 Hello Kundan Singh, 
Thanks for writing in but unfortunately very few of the serials being discussed here available at present. 
However the names have been discussed here before too in the comments above and you may find more valubale information about 



them as you go through them all. 
Cheers! 

  

 Shailendra Modi    submitted on 07 March 2013 

 
Hi everyone, 
My dad bought a TV (B/S - Dayanora) in 1978. The earliest serial I remember watching on Doordarshan (which is not mentioned 
above) is "Ashanti Shanti Das Ki" featuring the veteran actor Agha (father of Jalal Agha). I am not even sure that it was a complete 
serial but I remember watching at least two episodes. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 07 March 2013 

 Hi Shailendra Modi, 
Thanks for adding a valuable name here coming from the late seventies which might not be remembered by many young friends here. 
Though I too dont remember the serial but it surely will bring back many fond memories to many friends reading about it again after so 
many decades. 
 
So thanks once again and keep visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 SS MALIK    submitted on 09 March 2013 

 
Dear Bobby, 
 
You can include telefilm on AIR FORCE- ANMOL RISHTEY, By Kanwal jit singh,pawan malhotra, rama vij, Songs and music by yours 
truly  
 
Samandar- navy. 
 
Parwaaz= air force 
 
Adarsh- BSF 
 
 
COL S S MALIK(SULTAN) 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 March 2013 

 Dear S S Malik, 
Thanks a lot for adding some new names here and I am sure many friends would love to see them again. 
Keep Visiting! 
Cheers! 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 09 March 2013 

 
Bobby Sir,  
I m just surprised to see that you r also the great admirer of our old Doordarshan serials. Sir, I think You have missed the serals like 
Chunaoti, that was based on college students, then the sundays without Appu aur Pappu, i cant think. Then there was Chayageet only 
for old songs i think. where as Chitrahaar was for recent songs. One Serial on Sundays with Mohinder Amarnath, The song i cant 
forget , Khel hi hai hamara jeevan, desh ki khatir kuch kar jana....... That serial was based on Cricket. Stone boy was not in english i 
think. I remember one serial on thrusdays Guniraam with Rakesh Bedi in lead. then Om Puri in Kakaji Kahin and many more. I just 
love that era and Praying to God if he can bring back that just once for me..... 
Thanks 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 March 2013 

 Hi Chandrakant, 
Thanks for your loving comment mentioning many nostalgic names and yes we all loved that innocent era of meaningful television 
content which has simply vanished in the present glossy era of more than required channels. 
But since change is the way of life so we should also love to accept this and may be this will change too pretty soon with again the 
worth watching TV making a comeback. 
So with the same hope, Cheers! 

  

 Amit    submitted on 11 March 2013 

 
Varun: Even i am looking for that serial of postman. I still remember that episode in which an old couple found their lost daughter after 
25 years who is now in Kashmir and they go all the way from a village of UP to Kashmir only to find that she is now moving to abroad 



forever.  
 
Can anybody help us in finding that wonderful serial. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 March 2013 

 Hi Amit,  
Though I dont remember watching it but the serial sure seems to be very interesting and enlightening. 
Really hoping that any friend here gives us some info or link of the same soon. 

HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Vijay Singh Rajawat   rediffmail.com submitted on 14 March 2013 

 
Can anybody pls tell me to where can i watch/download serial "bikhri aas nikhri preet". 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 25 March 2013 

 Hi Vijay Singh Raj, 
Though at present I dont have any info on this but I hope any friend posts a lead soon in the thread. 
Cheers! 

  

 pb    submitted on 17 March 2013 

 
saurav  
submitted on 07 January 2012 
There was a Sci-Fi TV series which used to be aired on Doordarshan in late 90s. The show format was that the crew of the ship used 
a time machine to bring some well known scientist like Einstein, Newton from past so as to solve the problem they faced in the 
space...whats its name?? 
 
Even I am desperate to find the name of this serial which saurav mentioned!!! 
 
There used to be a space ship, crew members and a notorious kid whose friend was a robot. That robot would talk in a funny accent.  
In every episode they bring different scientists through a time machine and then demonstrate what they did in their lifetime and also 
made scientists to demonstrate their work. 
I think it used to aired around 12pm or around 4 pm when I used to come from school :P 
 
Please if anybody knows the name of the serial do let me know. please. 
 
 
Even I have been looking to find the name of this programme. It has been a considerable factor in orienting my pre teenage mind into 
science .  
Maan i cant find its name anywhere 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 March 2013 

 Hi Pb, 
Since so many friends are looking for this particular serial so eagerly, I hope any one of our friends comes up with some unique info on 
it pretty soon and oblige. 
Cheers! 

  

 rohit ranjan    submitted on 18 March 2013 

 
Hello Sir, 
I think u hv forgotten the tv serial "Mai Dili Hun" 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 March 2013 

 Hi Rohit, 
Actually this is not the list of each and every serial but only of some hugley popular selected ones. 
But still thanks a lot for adding a new name to it and Keep Visiting. 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Rubin    submitted on 20 March 2013 

 
I have n't read all the above comments. I don't know whether somebody asked you to include our epic serials of all time. Ramayana & 
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Mahabharatha, both came before 1990. You can purchase full episodes dvd collection. In Bangalore i have seen in central mall for 
3500 rs. You can download all the 94 episodes from internet also. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 March 2013 

 Thanks Rubin for visiting and writing in. 
But it seems you missed these two serials in the list as they are right there at no. 28 and 38 respectively. 

Cheers! 

  

 Atul    submitted on 26 March 2013 

 
Raja aur Rancho, Potli Baba Ki, Mitti ke rang and many more unforgetable serials..!................. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 March 2013 

 Thanks Atul for adding your favourite names and Keep Visiting. 

Cheers! 

  

 Rashmi    submitted on 26 March 2013 

 
Dear Bobbyji 
Found one more serial Kirdaar on Youtube. Directed by Gulzar 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 March 2013 

 Yes Rashmi, 
This serial and one more on Premchand has also been released officially on DVD too. 
Thanks to keep us all informed and keep writing in. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 26 March 2013 

 
Bobby Sir,  
I still watch Byomkesh Bakshi on DD. I never get bored with these serials. This are precious assets for DD. I hope, Like Byomkesh 
Bakshi , DD will also show other serials again. I m waiting for the time to come. I request DD channel, instead of showing this ugly 
daily soaps. Show the beautiful and meaningful old serials. Any way nowadays not many watch this DD serials. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 March 2013 

 Hi Chandrakant, 
Its quite difficult to adjust with the current TV trends for a person who finds deep satisfaction in watching those precious serials even 
today,  
Most of the present serials are simply not acceptable or worth giving time but the truth is that they actually do sell and get them 
revenue too. 
 
However serials like Byomkesh Bakshi or the re-runs of the old ones doesnt excite the advertisers and hence not given a chance even 
by the channel people. So the only two places where we can get them is in the home video market or Youtube and I hope that with 
Youtube generating income now, soon all these serials should be there officially. 
So lets hope for the best. 
Cheers! 

  

 Md Shabbir Ahmad    submitted on 29 March 2013 

 
Hi Friend, 
Iam crazy about the Hindi TV Serial "Pachpan Khambe Lal Deewarein" played on Doordarshan in 1993. Where can I get the full 
episodes? Please help me and send the link at my e-mail address : mdshabbir_ahmad@yahoo.com 
Thanking you in anticipation ! 
"Shabbir" 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 30 March 2013 

 



Hi Shabbir, 
Though I dont have an info about the serial with me but I hope any friend here can help us in finding that soon. 
Cheers! 

  

 Md Shabbir Ahmad    submitted on 31 March 2013 

 
Hi Bobby sir, 
Thanx alot. But if there comes any reply regarding link, please inform me earnestly. 
Shabbir 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 April 2013 

 Sure I will! 
Cheers! 

  

 Supratim    submitted on 31 March 2013 

 
There were few english serials used to be aired on early - mid 80's on Doordarshan...The Lucy Show, Sorry, Target, Didi's comedy 
Show.. Then there were serials like Khandan, Showtheme, Paying Guest, Mullah Naseeruddin (Raghuveer Yadav), Ek kahani (Short 
Stories written by various authors/story writers), Darpan, Katha Saagar (Short Stories written by various authors/story writers), Kissa 
Shanti Ka, Quiz Time(by Siddhartha Basu), The World this Week (during 90's by Pranav roy)...will bring few more after research. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 April 2013 

 Hi Supratim, 
Actually the post here is about only Hindi serials and their availability today in particualr and not meant for mentioning each and every 
serial of that time. 
So only the hugely famous serials are listed here which also include the names of few given in your comment too like Khandan & 
Katha Saagar. 
 
However if you wish to read more names of all those serials in a long, elaborate list then it is already given at the wikipedia page on its 
topic at the following link : 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_programs_broadcast_by_DD_National 

 
Cheers! 

  

 thippeswamy    submitted on 31 March 2013 

 
hi Nishant, 
if i am not wrong you have forgotten to mention a serial by name Street Hawk which was aired on doordarshan in late 80's i guess !! 
not sure..... 

  

 thippeswamy    submitted on 31 March 2013 

 
I hope none of the above people have forgoten "Metti Ke Rang"............... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 April 2013 

 Thanks Thippeswamy for writing in and adding another serial here for all friends. 

Cheers! 

  

 Rashmi    submitted on 02 April 2013 

 
Dear Bobbyji 
I am absolutely delighted to watch Munshi Premchand stories on Youtube. Thank you.  
For all my friends who wish to know I like to inform you all that if you type Munshi premchand on youtube...you will find DD Serial 
based on his short stories like the incredible POS KI RAAT. Mesmerising 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 April 2013 

 The pleasure is all mine Rashmi and I am glad that you enjoyed it a lot! 
Cheers! 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_programs_broadcast_by_DD_National
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_programs_broadcast_by_DD_National


  

 Nitin Sharma    submitted on 02 April 2013 

 
hello, sir 
your collection of old serials is very good, but could you tell me from where i can get full episode of Paramveer chakra serial .. ?? 
director -chetan anand..  
and also tell me from where i can buy this serial if it's not available with you... i shall be thankful to you for this... !! 
Regards 
Nitin Sharma 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 April 2013 

 Hi Nitin, 
At this moment, the serial is not available on Home Video or web as per my info. 
But would surely let you know as I get some update on the same in the coming months. 

Cheers! 

  

 GN Singh    submitted on 03 April 2013 

 
Hi Bobby 
I can remember a serial i used to watch in 1970-1972 ...The invisible man. Apart from this Quiz time by sidhartha basu was there in 
1982-84. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 03 April 2013 

 Hi GN Singh, 
Thanks for visiting and writing in. 
Though I cannot recall the serials of the early 70s but do remember Quiz Time fondly. 
Cheers! 

  

 sitalakshmi    submitted on 10 April 2013 

 
I like all the comments. One more serial was telecast on school kids problems titled NEEV.and one 64 khambe main ster meeta 
vashisth 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 April 2013 

 Thanks Sitalaskhmi for liking all the comments here and for adding few more names too. 

Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 Rashmi    submitted on 10 April 2013 

 
dear bobby sir 
one more feather in the cap DD serial by cinevista Saahil now available on youtube 
 
 
so the revised list of serial is following 
FARMAAN 
MALGUDI DAYS 
YEH JO HAI ZINDAGI 
YEH DUNIYA GAZAB KI 
PHIR WOHI TALAASH 
MAHANAGAR 
KATHA SAGAR 
KACHCHI DHOOP 
FLOP SHOW 
BHARAT EK KHOJ 
WAGLE KI DUNIYA 
BYOMKESH BAKSHI 
MAHABHARAT 
TAMAS 
NUKKAD 
UDAAN 



DEKH BHAI DEKH 
ZAMANA BADAL GAYA 
KABHI YEH KABHI WOH 
MIRZA GHALIB 
KAHKASHAN 
THE SWORD OF TIPU SULTAN 
TENALI RAMAN 
TEHKIKAT 
ALIF LAILA 
AKBAR THE GREAT 
CHANKYA 
VIKRAM AUR BETAAL 
SEHASAAN BATISI 
ZABAAN SAMBAL KE 
SAAHIL 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 April 2013 

 Great contribution Rashmi and thanks a lot for all your efforts made. 
The list is sure going to help many friends here looking for their favourite ones. 

Cheers! 

  

 Rashmi   delhi submitted on 10 April 2013 

 
Dear Bobby ji 
I just came across a website stating buniyaad will be re-released buy Deepti Bhatnagar Production on Sahara one..................no other 
details available. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 April 2013 

 Hi Rashmi, 
Though I dont have any info on this but if its going to be on air then its sure a great opportunity for all youngsters of the present age to 
witness one of the most loved trendsetters of the past in its original form. 
However if they would be starting it again then sure going to publicise it too heavily to get the most TRP. 
So we can let all other friends here know whenever any such advert or news reaches us individually. 

And till then Cheers with HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Edsel Correya    submitted on 16 April 2013 

 
Found this on youtube. the title song for Ek do teen chaar.. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brpIwQGai0s 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 April 2013 

 Thanks a ton Edsel for this immesely valubale addition. 
The video has been uploaded just recently only in Feb 2013 and you have found it fast for all like minded friends here. 

With a Big Thanks both to the uploader and you for discovering it. 

Cheers with HIS BLESSINGS  

  

 vineeth    submitted on 22 April 2013 

 
Thanks for the memories..pls incude shakthiman,k 
jai hanuman..and om namasivaya. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 30 April 2013 

 Hi Vineeth, 
Actually the listing here includes only the immensely popular Doordarshan serial before 1990s. 
Still thanks for visiting and writing in. 
 
Cheers! 

  

http://delhi/


 Roshan John    submitted on 22 April 2013 

 
Hi Bobby, 
 
Nice post, and equally nice and informative comments; took me on a walk down memory lane......Those were the days, weren't they! It 
really is strange, and I am sure you will agree that not one serial from modern day is a patch on the ones from the 80's. Only sad thing 
is that our present generation of children are not growing up such lovely serials anymore. 
 
One of my favourite serials, which somehow didn't get a mention in any of the comments earlier was "YATRA". It was based on a very 
interesting concept, that of a train journey, Himsagar Express, from Kanyakumari to Jammu, and is an anthology of stories of the 
people travelling on it. It was directed by Shyam Benegal, with Om Puri as the main protagonist, an Army jawan. 
 
Sharing below couple of title songs which I found on the net : The gem from Subah with music by RD Burman and himself on the 
vocal, Chunauti's lilting melody by Amit kumar, and Bharat Ek Khoj's timeless chantings. 
 
Subah - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6g0egugUNI 
 
Bharat Ek Khoj - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBbSbCczYeM 
 
Chunauti - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r1-MTlYpZG4 
 
Cheers... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 02 May 2013 

 Yes Roshan John,  
....Those were really the days and its also kind of sad that the present generation of children is not getting such quality stuff on their 
TV, Computers or Mobiles. 
But thanks a lot for writing in with new names and links which would surely be useful for many friends here. 
 
Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 Thomas   purdue.edu submitted on 24 April 2013 

 
I believe the show about the time machine which saurav and Wajid mentioned above was called something like "Vayoo 2050" (Not 
sure about the number). I have also been trying to find it online. It also had a robot named "Zigmoid" AKA ziggy xD. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 02 May 2013 

 Hi Thomas, 
Thanks for replying with the name of that serial......though I am also doubtful about the year 2050..... 
But still it might be useful for many other friends searching for it. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Rahul    submitted on 24 April 2013 

 
what is the name of the program, which come on doordarshan / DD 2 in night where a Black color Super Car was there which have all 
the capabilities. guns, run on water, fly & many more. 
i think that was the 1st program from foreign which showed in India. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 02 May 2013 

 Thanks for writing in Rahul and I am sure one of our friends here would soon come up with the name. 

Cheers! 

  

 Amit Verma    submitted on 25 April 2013 

 
Dear Bobby Ji, 
How we can forget RANGOLI every sunday morning at 7, Gul Gulshan Gulfam (the first serial based on kashmir), Talash, Chunni 
(B.R.Chopra classic having most of the stars from Mahabharta), Neem ka pend (rahi maasoom raza's classic), Udaan (shekhar 
kapoor's serial on the first lady police officer). 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 02 May 2013 

http://purdue.edu/


 Dear Amit, 
As said earlier in my replies here, this is not a complete list of all the serials of that time but only a list of the most popular which are 
now being released slowly in home video market. 
So many names are still not there as you have mentioned and thanks to every friend here, who is contributing in the list from his or her 
side remembering those good times. 
 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Amit Verma    submitted on 26 April 2013 

 
Dear Bobby Ji, 
Also I remember a serial named Mrignaini, starring beautiful Pallavi Joshi, Sunehre Pal (showing biographies of film stars), Pawan 
Malhotra's national award winning movie Bagh Bahadur (I am mentioning the name of this movie in this serial category because I 
never heard this brilliant off-beat movie telecated ever after late 80's anywhere on TV). 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 02 May 2013 

 Dear Amit, 
Thanks for your second comment here but regarding Pawan Malhotra's national award winning movie "Bagh Bahadur", it might get 
released soon on DVD as NFDC,,the producer is now coming up with all its films slowly on digitally re-stored format in the market. 

So keep looking at their releases in the market and it should be there soon. (Till now they have released more than 35-40 titles from all 
languages lead by Hindi.) 
 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Parth    submitted on 03 May 2013 

 
Hi Bobby 
Thanks for the nice nostaligia trip.  
I hope the next genenrations also find some nugget of treasure. Now I am trying to remember a cartoon/animation in which a donkey 
used to talk entirely in hee haw language. Strange things get triggered in old memories. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 05 May 2013 

 Hi Parth,  
Thanks for visiting and writing your useful comment. 
Also I am sure you would soon get the name of that serial here too. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Rashmi    submitted on 03 May 2013 

 
Dear Bobbyji 
Two more serials added as Junoon and Saahil are available on youtube. 
WOW makes me happy that our list is growing. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 05 May 2013 

 Thats really Great Rashmi and Cheers to these new findings from all friends here. 

  

 Sharath    submitted on 05 May 2013 

 
@Rahul....the name of the serial was 'Knight Rider'....hope u even remember "Street Hawk'...bike version of the similar 
theme...cheers.. 
@Bobby ...awesome work man...its the first time i hav been to ur site... 
I wld defiantly flow tiz blog from today.... 
cheers to all old DD lovers....my all tim fav was bomkesh bakshi...n Afsaane..based on those undelivered letters ...:-) wat a golden era 
tat was...seriously missing :-(( 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 14 May 2013 

 Thanks Sharath for visiting & writing in with your kind words. 



I hope you would love reading many other articles on the site in its various section too. 

Cheers & Keep Visiting! 

  

 Shashi    submitted on 10 May 2013 

 
hi , 
I really want to watch Aarohan serial,it was based on navy. 
Any idea from where can I watch this. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 14 May 2013 

 Hi Shashi,  
Though I dont have any idea about that serial but I am sure any of our friends here must have. 
So lets wait for any comment in reply to your request. 
 
HIS BLESSINGS 
  

  

 Ashish    submitted on 14 May 2013 

 
Hi Sir, 
I remember a serial named shanti launching mandira bedi . but i couldn't watch the whole story as it stopped airing on dd. i searched it 
on net but didn't found it . please ,can you tell me from where i can watch the remaining episodes. 
 
I seriously miss those golden moments of watching tv, where a young lady fighting for the justice for her mother. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 14 May 2013 

 Hi Ashish, 
As you might have read in the post and comments above, here we are actually into recalling the time where there was no Cable 
Network in the country (before 1990) with only one channel to watch ie Doordarshan.  
But since SHANTI started post 91 in 1994 may be, therefore it is not mentioned here. 
 
However it was indeed one of the first Tele Soap Operas made on a big scale so may be one of our friends here has any rare info of 
its availability to share in the following comments. 
So lets be hopeful and keep visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 Dolly    submitted on 16 May 2013 

 
Hi Mr. Bobby, 
Thank you so much for taking this wonderful initiative. I have added a few more serials aired on DD-1 to the list: 
 
1) Majhdhaar 
2) Lahoo ke Phool 
3) Mitti ke Rang 
4) Yugantar (Based on Bengali background) 
5) I don't remember the name but it starred Firdaus Dadi as a teenager with Girish Karnad as her father and Farida Jalal as her 
governess. 
6) One more serial in which Hemamalini had acted along with Kabir Bedi 
7) Ducktales 
8) Talespin 
9) He-man  
10) Giant Robot (Probably on DD-2). It was so popular during the 80s that the moment the news was spread that it was aired on 2nd 
channel, all playgrounds and building compounds used to be empty in the twinkling of an eye. 
11) Mashaal directed by Arun Govil based on pre-independence era. 
12) I dont remember the name of this serial, but the lead couple win a lottery, but still don't part with their down-to-earth behaviour. 
13) One more serial which was comedy in which there is a South-Indian couple. 
14) The Sword of Tipu Sultan 
Folks...please keep on adding to this list..... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 May 2013 

 Hi Dolly, 

Thanks for adding more names to the list. Though this was not posted to name each & every serial before the 90s (as that is already 
there in the Wikipedia page on Doordarshan Serials). So here we were more interested in mentioning the most famous and the ones 



now available either on home video or on youtube in particular. 

Anyway do keep visiting and writing in. 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 rahul shukla    submitted on 20 May 2013 

 
Hi Bobby, 
 
Add serial Kabir to your list starring Annu Kapoor. It was also one of the Gem aired on DD. 
 
Rahul 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 May 2013 

 Thanks Rahul for your valuable addition and Keep Visiting. 

Cheers! 

  

 Anand    submitted on 21 May 2013 

 
Where can I get video uploads of serial 'Mujrim Hazir' ?? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 May 2013 

 Hi Anand, 
At present I dont have any info about the same but may be a friend here is able to help and we get to know some news of these 
uploads soon. 

Cheers! 

  

 Rashmi    submitted on 22 May 2013 

 
Dear Bobby ji 
Serial PARAMVEER CHAKRA NOW AVAILABLE ON YOUTUBE....CHANNEL HIMALAYAFILMSINDIA .... 
 
so updated list of serials available in home video market and youtube are 
 
PARAMVEER CHAKRA 
FARMAAN 
MALGUDI DAYS 
YEH JO HAI ZINDAGI 
YEH DUNIYA GAZAB KI 
PHIR WOHI TALAASH 
MAHANAGAR 
KATHA SAGAR 
KACHCHI DHOOP 
FLOP SHOW 
BHARAT EK KHOJ 
WAGLE KI DUNIYA 
BYOMKESH BAKSHI 
MAHABHARAT 
TAMAS 
NUKKAD 
UDAAN (only on home video) 
DEKH BHAI DEKH 
ZAMANA BADAL GAYA (only on home video) 
KABHI YEH KABHI WOH 
MIRZA GHALIB 
KAHKASHAN 
THE SWORD OF TIPU SULTAN 
TENALI RAMAN 
TEHKIKAT 
ALIF LAILA 
AKBAR THE GREAT 
CHANAKYA 
VIKRAM AUR BETAAL 
SEHASAAN BATISI 



ZABAAN SAMBAL KE 
SAAHIL 
PAYING GUEST 
JUNOON 
FAUJI 
 
Spoke to Deepti Bhatnagar Productions as to when they are re-releasing Buniyaad...they said they are still in talks with channels about 
it. 
Also Hum Log is lost in doordarshan archives so chances of seeing it any time in future. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 May 2013 

 You are doing something worth applauding Rashmi Ji as many friends here were enquiring about PARAMVEER CHAKRA a few 
months back. 
So its indeed a good news for them and for many new viewers too. 
 
Keep The Good Work up and Cheers with HIS BLESSINGS 
  

  

 Rashmi   delhi submitted on 22 May 2013 

 
For the people who may be interested serial YATRA is also available on youtube. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 May 2013 

 Cheers to this once again Rashmi and Keep informing us all about the new uploads. 

:) 

  

 Purvi    submitted on 29 May 2013 

 
HI....does anyone have the title track to the old Imtihaan serial starring renuka sahane? Someone posted a query here but there was 
no reply..... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 May 2013 

 Hi Purvi, 
Though the serial is still not uploaded in its full episode form anywhere, yet you can find few clips on Youtube like the following link : 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mY6POQYmMyc 
 
Cheers! 

  

  

 Rashmi   Delhi submitted on 02 June 2013 

 
Dear Bobbyji 
one more serial found on youtube. 
YUGAANTAR: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nkwFS4gFJNI 
Regards 
  

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Thanks again Rashmi and keep the good work going. 
Cheers! 

  

 Abhi    submitted on 02 June 2013 

 
Hello Bobby ji, 
 
I am trying to remember the name of an old DD serial but can only remember glimpses of it. I know your blog lists only those before 
1991 but it could have been from early 90s. The plot was about a government office and two 'sarkaari babu' trying to outdo each other. 
One of them was the great Shail Chaturvedi. I can't remember the other's name. It ran for a small amount of time but was very 

http://delhi/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mY6POQYmMyc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mY6POQYmMyc
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http://delhi/


enjoyable with the subtle humour and excellent acting. I tried looking up late Mr. Shail Chaturvedi's filmography but couldn't find 
mention of this particular serial. 
 
Another serial I can't remember the name was from before 1991. The title song was very fast and catchy with Sanskrit words similar to 
or same as 'Mahish Mardini, Kunjar V'dani, Atma vilas vinaye'. I wish I could remember more details but it was something to do with 
stories based on 'woman empowerment'. 
 
All in all a great blog. It took me back to my childhood. Keep up the good work. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Hello Abhi, 
Thanks for your kind words and I am sure all friends here would be able to help you out in this. 
 
As I feel, the first serial of Shail Chaturvedi, it might be "Shriman Shrimati". 
and the Sanskrit Shaloks remind me of the title song of "Bharat Ek Khoj" too though I am not sure about it. 
 
May be a better answer is there in the further comments as we get them. So keep visiting. 
 
Cheers! 
  

  

 Purvi    submitted on 03 June 2013 

 
Hi......I was actually looking for the title song ...any idea where I can get that? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Dear All, 
One of our friends PURVI is looking fro the title track of the old serial "Imtihaan" starring renuka sahane? 
So please share any info for the same if possible. 
 
Thanks & Cheers! 
 

  

 Mohammad Arif Ali    submitted on 09 June 2013 

 
Bibi Naatiyon Waali & Trishna - Can u please give the link for clip off these serials. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Hi Mohammad Arif Ali, 
Though the serials are not there on the Web yet but I hope a friend here would soon come up with a useful link. 
Cheers! 

  

 Jaykumarsingh Jugoo    submitted on 10 June 2013 

 
When I was 8 years I was watching a serial on Doordarshan called INDRADHANUSH starring today's great directors as Ashutosh 
Govarikar and Karan Johar as kids. It was a popular series in Mauritius. It is not in your list. Thanks to add it if it is worthy to add.  

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Hi Jaykumarsingh, 
Actually as mentioned before, this is not a list of each and every serial before the 90s as they are already listed in the page at 
Wikipedia. 
But still thanks for your valuable addition and Keep Visiting. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 80'skid    submitted on 11 June 2013 

 
Hey guys, I found this page which lists several title songs from old DD serials.  
 
http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLO5uy_wOcGa5qbOK0ZQCs6BnJouVog0pi 
 
I found the songs for Chunauti, Talaash, Subah , Mungeri lal ke haseen sapne, daane anar ke and tons of other serials. 



  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Hi 80s Kid, 
Thanks a lot for this valuable link as that will immensely help many friends looking for their favourite title songs. 
Cheers for this precious info and Keep Writing in. 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 mandar    submitted on 12 June 2013 

 
does anyone remember manoranjan from 1987 ? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Dear Mandar, 
We all have our own favourite serials and therefore many would surely be remembering this serial too. 
So thanks for your new insertion and Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 Amol    submitted on 13 June 2013 

 
Can u pls add 2001-2002 DD1 serial channel songs of Phir wohi talaash 'Kabhi hadso ki dagar mile kabhi muskhilo ka safar mile ye 
talash hai meri raah ke muje manjilo ki talash hai' or if the serial if u r having....... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Hi Amol, 
You can find the clip of this track at the following link 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kypZyg7zVy4 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Ramanand Gupta    submitted on 14 June 2013 

 
Dear Bobby, 
Thanks For such a job. I remember of a very classic serial RAAG DARBARI starring ompuri, Dinesh Shakul, Manohar Singh I am 
actually looking for the above serial but coudnt make it. If you please tell me where i can get to see this serial, i will be highly obliged. 
Do inform me.  
Regards 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 June 2013 

 Dear Ramanand Gupta, 
At present I dont have any info about the serial. But I hope it will soon be on at Youtube or any friend here would soon come up with a 
useful infromation about its availablitiy. 
Cheers! 

  

 Prashanth    submitted on 18 June 2013 

 
Though this is more about serials, since we are also discussing a small period of time in the 80s before cable became prevalent, we 
should also mention certain aspects of doordarshan that are noteworthy. For one, the movies in different regional languages that used 
to be aired every sunday afternoon, just after another nice touch - the news for the hearing impaired. A lot of great award winning 
movies were screened and I used to enjoy these. 
 
We were also instructed by our teachers to watch the evening news in hindi and english to get our diction and grammar right. 
 
Though this might not qualify as a serial per se, the World of Sports, hosted by Narottam Puri was one of the only ways for sports fans 
to keep abreast of different sports on a weekly basis on Sundays, 430PM if I am not mistaken. 
 
It's nice to get nostalgic once in a while, but not nice to stay in that mode forever :) 
 
Thanks for this post, it is a good topic. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kypZyg7zVy4


Thanks for your valuable comment Prashanth and keep visiting. 

Cheers! 

  

 Suresh    submitted on 18 June 2013 

 
Dear Bobby, 
 
I liked your collection. But there were a few notable omissions. One was the delightful "Doctor Saab" - a short, 13 episode serial, with 
Parkshit Sahni in the title role. Another one was "Jeevan Rekha" or Lifeline set in the background of a hospital. Do you have any idea 
where I could find links to these wonderful serials? I have searched hard, but couldn't find any... 
 
Thanks. 
 
Suresh 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Dear Suresh, 

Though this is not a post about all the serials of those times but still your contributions are welcome with thanks. 
However regarding the info on these serials, I am really not aware but lets see if any of the friends here can help us in the coming 
comments, so keep visiting. 

Cheers! 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 19 June 2013 

 
Hello Bobbysir, 
 
Though this list may be only for Hindi channels. but i want to add one hilarious comedy serial- The Didy's Comedy show. I cant still 
forget about that serial. And the one serial in which Anu Kapoor and Swaroop Sampat acted. It was telecast at noon. It was also a very 
good serial. i loved that serial. But cant remember the name. Then also one serial in which Ashok Saraf and Maya Alagh acted which 
used to telecast on saturdays at 4.00 pm. It was also a comedy but nice one. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Hi Chandrakant,  

Yeah I too fondly remember The Didy's Comedy Show which was quite hilarious with some clean family entertainment. But regarding 
the other names I am sure someone will come up with the info soon. 

Cheers! 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 19 June 2013 

 
Hello Bobbysir, 
Also there was a serial on Sundays, "Sinhasan Battisi". It was a very good serial. then there was " Manoranjan ", in which the whole 
team of Nukkad was seen. but it was stopped in middle. Then there was a Serial called " Suarav " which was shown on Mondays, but 
dont know whether it was before 90's. And of course who can forget the SRK starrer " Dil Darya" based on partition. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Thanks for adding some more names here Chandrakant and Keep Visiting. 

Cheers! 

  

 pankaj negi    submitted on 19 June 2013 

 
swabhiman(of rohit kapoor) 
shanti(mandira) 
tarang 
ulta pulta 
singhasan battisi 



sigma(first alien fiction) 
first bike program  
chota chetan(a program based on film) 
apn apna asman(greesh karnard) 
alif laila 
betal pachhisi 
shaktiman 
kismat 
virasat 
two korean programmes(mahal ka chirag and chang bobo's) 
raja rancho 
ajnabi(danny) 
moto patlu 
the great maratha 
kashmiri natak ye kahani gul ki hi gulshan ki hi gulfanm ki 
kaliganj ki bahu(nutan) 
sri man srimati 
mungeri lal ke haseen sapne 
and many more programmes i still remember thr stories but not their names, 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Thanks Pankaj for visiting and adding your own favourite names. 

Cheers! 

  

 Rakhshan    submitted on 19 June 2013 

 
I think you are missing the legend SHANTI. 
 
Rakhshan 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Dear Rakhshan, 

Actually here we are more into the serials before 1990 so that is the reason of missing out Shanti. 

Cheers! 

  

 80'skid    submitted on 20 June 2013 

 
Chandrakant,  
I remember the saturday afternoons with Didi's comedy show (followed by Spiderman cartoon). Some clips are available on youtube 
for Didi's comedy show. 
 
The Anu Kapoor serial from Sat afternoons was called "Khari Khari". I remember the title song with its tune very clearly. It went "Sun e 
meri antaraatma.....chahe baat ho choti choti aur chahe ho badi badi, hum to ....kehdetete hai sabke muh par khari khari". Anu Kapoor 
played the servant who didn't know diplomacy and would embarrass his employer (Daisy Irani) in front of her family or friends by telling 
the truth. Are you sure there was Swaroop Sampath in it ? I don't remember that. Around the same time there was another comedy 
serial called "Aa bail mujhe maar" starring Bharati Achrekar (Mrs Wagle of 'Wagle ki duniya' fame) 
 
The Ashok Saraf/Maya Alagh serial was "Choti badi batein" on superstitions. Remember that title song too " Andhe vishwason mein 
uljhein hum din mein bitaatein raatein.." It repeated sometime again during early 90s. I was too small when it was aired the first time to 
understand anything. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Thanks a  lot 80'z Kid for this valuable info as requested by Chandrakant. 
 
Keep Visiting and Writing in! 
Cheers! 

  

 Stan    submitted on 23 June 2013 

 
I saw Sindbad Jahazi mentioned here which was one of my favorite serials back in the day. But its basically a foreign series dubbed in 
Hindi I guess. Does anyone have any details on the same? Cuz the sound track was so kickass, I want it so bad. Thnx 



  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Dear Stan, 

Thanks for writing in and I am sure you well get an update on this soon here in the further comments. 

Cheers! 

  

 Rukhsan    submitted on 25 June 2013 

 
Sir, 
I remember one tv serial story but not name the serial comes on every sunday story was one middle class man hunting for job wearing 
a khadi kurta and paint with cloth bag on the street he find one lamp (chirag) on the way when he reaches to home light will be off and 
then he used that lamp one person will come same like Alaudin ka chirag story he will become very soon rich I remember that person 
name is Deepak can you please tell me the serial name I am missing a lot that thanks. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Hi Rukhsan, 

Unfortunately I cant recall but lets see if we can get a help from one of our friends here. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 26 June 2013 

 
Thanks 80's kid, for the great information. I m glad that u shared this information. The Anu kapoor starrer serial you are saying i can't 
remember. If it was on saturday before Spider man then i have not watch that, as it was my school time, from 12 to2pm. hahahah. I 
dont know about "Khari Khari". but the serial i m talking about, did starred swaroop sampat. Anu kapoor and Swaroop Sampat were 
shown as husband and wife. It was a nice serial. I think its name was Pati Patni or somethng like that. The serial Choti badi baatein 
was also good.Yes it was about superstitisous... Its very great you still remember the title track. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 I am really glad to see that all friends here are helping out each other in remembering those pleasant GOLDEN times. 

Cheers to you all with HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 girish    submitted on 28 June 2013 

 
the great maratha 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 July 2013 

 Thanks Girish for writing in but actually here we are mostly into the serials before 1990s. 

Cheers! 

  

 mayank    submitted on 29 June 2013 

 
hey guys 
well can some one help me , i remeber i watch a show in late 90s when i was a kid , its story line up is based on kung fu , i remembr 
some chracter name lyk fombay nd dey have some spcl sword by name shatani take nd many more , 
i relly miss dat show nd wana see it again  
can anyone tell me that show name . 
thnx 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 July 2013 

 Hi Mayank, 



Thanks for writing in and I am sure you will get your answers soon from a friend in this forum. 
Cheers! 

  

 Deepak B    submitted on 29 June 2013 

 
i vaguely remember one serial, staring Gt. Nutan wherein she used to commute in the village in palki. Not sure whether the same serial 
or another one with Rupa ganguly as some village/ tribal girl 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 July 2013 

 Hi Deepak, 
Though I dont recall the Nutan one but do have faint memories of the other one you mentioned......However I still cant recall the name 
but lets see if a friend here can come up with the name. 

Cheers! 

  

 chander    submitted on 29 June 2013 

 
there is one more " Ek tha raja ek thi rani " of shekar suman. if some one have some info plz let me know where i can get it. and one 
more that was based on magic comes on tuesday evening . plz plz tell me some body i want ooto see again . 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 July 2013 

 Thanks for writing in Chander and do come back to see the reply for your request made by one of our friends here. 

Cheers! 

  

 Krishnakumar Joshi    submitted on 01 July 2013 

 
Deepak, 
In my knowledge, the serial you are referring to is: 
"MUJRIM HAZIR" 
And from PALKI, I remember, the Palki carriers used to say "HUN HUNA RE HUN HUNA......" 
There was Navnee Parhar and Virendra Singh. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 July 2013 

 Thanks Krishnakumar for your valubale reply and I hope Deepak must have got his answer. 

Cheers! 

  

 K D Joshi    submitted on 01 July 2013 

 
Dear Amol, 
The title song goes like this: 
Kabhi hadso ki dagar mile kabhi muskhilo ka safar mile ye CHIRAG hai meri raah ke muje manjilo ki talash hai. 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 02 July 2013 

 
hey deepak b. Are you talking about Raniganj ki bahu, but this was not the serial title i think.. It was nice one but being a kid, at that 
time we use to get bored of this serial...hahahah 

  

 Deepak B    submitted on 02 July 2013 

 
Hey yes Mr. Joshi you are right, that was " MUJrim hazir ho" . And now it reminds me of the " hun huna re" song as well. thanks:) 
The one with Roopa Ganguly is still nor clear. Guess her name was " durga in that village- serial. 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 02 July 2013 

 
hey freinds, I got the serial name in which Annu kapoor and Swaroop sampat were in lead role. Its name was "Deviji" . It was a 
comedy serial aired on doordarshan at 2.00 pm. 

  

 



bobbysing submitted on 08 July 2013 

 Thats great Chandrakant and thanks for giving the title here. 

Cheers! 

  

 80'skid    submitted on 02 July 2013 

 
@Stan above: My younger sis and I loved that title track of Sindbad cartoon too and would keep singing it in that funny voice.. It went 
"agar magar dole naiyyaa..bhawar bhawar jaye re paani ...neela samundar hai aakaash pyaasi, doobe na doobe na mera 
jahaazi....doobe na mera jahaazi...Dole re dole dole dole re...". 
 
Guess what, I quickly looked for it and to my surprise found it on youtube: 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvNyikgV9GQ 
 
But I never managed to find the title track of Taaro, son of the dragon, the one which went "hawa meethi tu aaja, dakshin se...." 

  

 80'skid    submitted on 02 July 2013 

 
I remember Mujrim Hazir as well and the haunting "hun huna hun huna..." accompanying the palki. The story was about some 
zamindar who cheats the old widow (kaali ganj ki bahu) played by Nutan by not repaying some money due to her. The grandson of 
that zamindar witnesses this through his childhood and wants to never have kids himself since he holds his family responsible for the 
agony and suffering of that old lady. Virendra Singh played the grandson and Navni parivaar his wife. I can't recall how that serial 
ended though. 
 
I now remember some more serials from that time. there was one called "Aashiyaana" in which this army officer has three sons. The 
first two join the army and navy and the third one wants to join the air force. But the parents are against it as they don't want all their 
children in the armed forces for the fear of losing them all. Vishal Singh played the youngest son. It was a short serial that lasted only 
13 episodes I think the way serials those days were. 
 
There was another serial called Mashaal starring Arun Govil with Sudesh Berry playing his younger brother. It was about pre-
independence movement from what I recall. 
 
Another really nice serial was I think titled "Saara jahaan hamaara" but I am not very sure. There is this young motherless girl played 
by Firdaus Dadi who is living with her father (played by Girish Karnad IIRC). She is a bit difficult and angry kid. They get a governess 
later (played by Farida Jalal). The family then goes on to adopt a couple of street kids and another orphan girl and eventually they 
become one big happy family. Very nice serial and we used to look forward to it a lot. Anyone else remembers this ? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 July 2013 

 Great nostalgic additions to the list 80skid and thanks for your detailed comment here with all the valuable info. 

Cheers! 

  

 Priyanka Roy    submitted on 02 July 2013 

 
Udaan one of my all-time fav TV Serials, that title music UNFORGETTABLE, Vikram Gokhale and Kavita Choudhury, its a classic !! 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 08 July 2013 

 No doubt Priyanka as UDAAN was really a great spirited serial particularly for all the women in those years and I too really loved 
watching it a lot. 

Cheers! 

  

 Sarnali    submitted on 02 July 2013 

 
hey can anyone tell me where can i get the title track of SEA HAWK, old hindi serial of doordarshan.That is one of my favouriot 
serial..can anyone help me out...to get the title track? 

  

 K D Joshi    submitted on 08 July 2013 

 
Dear 80'skid, 
Referring to your post regarding "Saara Jahaan Hamara", 



I remember its title track as: 
HUM PHOOL HAIN GULSHAN KE 
GULSHAN MEHAKYENGE.... 
YEH GULSITAN HAMARA 
SAARA JAHAAN HAMARA" 
 
....K D Joshi 

  

 K D joshi    submitted on 08 July 2013 

 
Dear Rukhsan, 
The serial you have referred to is: 
AASHCHARYA DEEPAK. 
The character in the lead was ANIKET BABU. 
And the real name of the person that played the role of DEEPAK, is Sawyasachi Chakravarti. 
(Later on he played the lead in GAURAV.) 

  

 Anirban 
Chowdhury  http://www.bobbysing.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid122609075540 

submitted on 09 July 2013 

 
Sir, 
Can you upload the tele film/short film named "hallo". the short film consists of a tiny girl whose mother had been died earlier, and after 
that she suddenly have that dog, she named it "hallo" and then after that eventually she lost her dog to a boy, and after that the boy's 
parents asks her to call upon the dog, but she didn't call her dog with the name "hallo", but with another name. the ending was sad 
enough. if you try to upload this up i'll be very please to you. with  
regards. your cordial help is needed. thank tou.  
 
From, 
Anrban Chowdhury 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 July 2013 

 Dear Anrban Chowdary, 
I am not into uploading films unofficially but the film you are willing to watch can be seen at the following link easily....Just chek it out 
and enjoy! 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBL_vezNt_c&list=PLFA6C6BBD50E99EA5 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Anasua Sarkar    submitted on 09 July 2013 

 
As far as I remember Faster Fene was a kid's detective serial played by non other but Sumit Raghaban (Sarabhai v/s Sarabhai famed 
Sahil). A damn good comedian since then. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 17 July 2013 

 Thanks Anasua Sarkar for adding this valuable info here which might not be known to many. 

Keep Visiting and Writing in. 
Cheers! 

  

 dimple    submitted on 10 July 2013 

 
as i remember i can think of one more serial that i had liked and it seems that has been forgotten from the memor of the people named 
"lekhu"....and i love chunni serial very much and wanna see this serial if anybody has any link regarding the same please upload the 
information. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 July 2013 

 Thanks a lot Dimple for visiting and adding your own favourite serial here, reminding us all. 
Cheers! 

  

 Asha    submitted on 10 July 2013 

 
I could remember few more doordrashan serials: 

http://http/www.bobbysing.com/recentpost.php?postid=postid122609075540
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBL_vezNt_c&list=PLFA6C6BBD50E99EA5


Sunday Serials: 
Titliya 
Dekho Magar Pyaar Se 
Ashish 
Spider Man 
Indradhanush 
Choti Badi Batein 
Paying Guest 
 
Chote Bade 
Ek Kahani 
Kashish 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 July 2013 

 Thanks Asha for visiting and adding more names here. 
Cheers! 

  

 Srikanth Y    submitted on 11 July 2013 

 
Hi all, How I wish Doordarshan would re-telecast those golden oldies. I fondly remember many such serials and features.  
 
There was this show which used to be like "Aisa Bhi Hotha hai?" that used to cover lot of interesting things and trivia. I remember this 
particular episode where the show host removes his shirt without removing his full sleeved sweater :) 
 
Here are a few that I can recall. 
 
1) Aisa Bhi hotha hai ( Trivia and General Knowledge progam) 
 
2) Darpan ( Based on award winning short stories from all over india ) 
 
3) Ankh Ajubey( not sure if it is pre 1991) 
 
4) Life line 
 
5) Kunwar saab( Not sure if this was the title but this serial was about a simple person of royal lineage who comes to city) 
 
6) Lekhu ( An inventor who flunks school exams, but goes onto receive an award) 
 
7) Bheem Bhavani 
 
8) Quiz time somehwer in 1985-86) The contestants would have a one physical test round where they would be asked to cross a army 
style ditch by swinging on a rope and balance on a narrow wall etc) 
 
9) Himalay Darshan ( Wonderful series - alas I was too young to remember and I wish it would be available on a DVD) 
 
 
Thank you very much Bobby for putting together the list and updating it as well. 
 
There are a couple of excellent documentaries as well, one of which I still remember is that of Indian railways, as told by an retired 
employee. This must have been telecast somewhere in 1993 - I do not recall the name of the documentary though. 
 
If any one has the DVD's or the links to the above programs please email me. I wont mind paying my share for the favour. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 July 2013 

 Dear Srikanth, 
We all are really looking for our favourite serials regularly in the home video market & Youtube and keep posting the info about some 
new insertions here too. 
So do keep visiting and thanks a lot for your detailed comment mentioning many great serials of that golden era. 
Cheers! 

  

 masoom    submitted on 13 July 2013 

 
Dear Bobby 
Please mention a serial which starred Tom Alter as I do not remember the name.Also it had Rama Vij. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 July 2013 

 Dear Masoom, 



From the brief description you have given it seems to be NUKKAD. 
Cheers! 

  

 raj    submitted on 16 July 2013 

 
dear sir 
 
could u plz give me the details of a very loved serial of doordarshan although of the post 1995 era named SCHOOL DAYS can u plzz 
tell me where can i find it or how. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 July 2013 

 Dear Raj,  
There are very less serials available on the home video or youtube at the present. However new additions are regularly being updated 
here, so do keep visiting as may be your favourite serial is the next to be uploaded on the net by a like-minded friend. 
So we can only be hopeful for the best from our side. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 16 July 2013 

 
Dear Bobby sir, 
Good afternoon. 
We were just discussing about some food dishes...like Dal Baati Churma.. and here i click one of the old serials named ....Saanjha 
Chulha.... Has anybody added this serial. One more SRK's serial Doosara Kewal...I have hardly seen 4-5 episodes of these serials, 
but these were great.  
And also there use to be 1 Reel Documentaries..I still remember SWIMMI and other one famous... Ekta mein Anekta...The song was 
great..ek chidiya anek chidiya, dana chubhane aayi chidiya...Sweet lyrics 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 July 2013 

 Dear Chandrakant, 
There is a long list of comments here where a few have mentioned these serials too as we all love to recall them as per our own liking 
and preferences. Still it was great to read about them once again. 

Cheers! 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 16 July 2013 

 
Bobby sir 
I just happened to remember one serial " Palash ke Phool". It was a very nice serial. I think Poonam sarin was actress in this serial.  
She was also in phir wohi talash...She was too beautiful. I had cursh on her during those days. There is not a single photo of hers on 
net.  
The old serials mostly were based on many famous Indian Literature. So It was a clean entertainment. I Loved that era. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 July 2013 

 Dear Chandrakant, 
Literature really used to be the base of most of the serials in the past. But now since the younger brigade is not really interested in our 
rich literature, the makes have also stopped looking into them for their subjects and plots. 
I hope there is a change coming soon reviving our rich literature once again in TV Serials by some thoughtful directors.  
 
Cheers! 

  

 kiran surve    submitted on 16 July 2013 

 
Dear Sir, 
 
I would like to see Honi Anhoni serial (Based on Supernatural Stories) so can you please tell me on which site I can see this serial. 
 
Thanks and regards, 
 
Kiran Surve 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 July 2013 

 



Hi Kiran, 
Though at present the serial is not available anywhere but probably it will be soon there on Youtube looking at its popularity in the 
masses. 
However at present a similar kind of serial AISA BHI HOTA HAI's few episodes can be seen at the following link. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqQUWmivtxI 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Rupa    submitted on 18 July 2013 

 
Has "Idhar Udhar" being mentioned? There was another one named "Aur bhi hai rahein" about alternative careers. And "Wah Janaab" 
starring Shekhar Suman. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 July 2013 

 Hi Rupa, 
Yes 'Idhar Udhar' has been mentioned and thanks for giving a few more names too. 
Keep Visiting & Writing in. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 deepDeepayan Choudhury    submitted on 19 July 2013 

 
Indradhanush, lekhu 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 July 2013 

 Thanks Deepdeepayan Choudhary for visiting and writing in. 
Cheers! 

  

 JK    submitted on 20 July 2013 

 
I remember Dophar ki Sabha every day in Evening. frm 1 to 2. There was some great Serials Baingan Raja, Aa Bail muje maar (Shafi 
Inamdaar Ji), Rangoli at 8 on sunday morning. Molu (Animated Series) on sunday morning, Grah Laxmi ka Jinn. Doosara Kewal & 
Fauji (sharukh khan), Dada Dadi ki khaniya, there was a serial in mid 90's Yug (Story of Freedom Fighters), School Days & Stone Boy 
Heart touching serials. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 July 2013 

 Thanks JK for writing in with more memorable names of our favourite serials and Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 Raghav J   na submitted on 22 July 2013 

 
Hi Bobby 
You are doing a great service/favor on nostalgic souls who get great pleasure by talking or watching their favorites. personally I have 
been trying to contact DD and anywhere else I know for some serials like Subah (1987), Kahan Gayi Wo Log (1985 Sundays), Satyajit 
Ray presents(1987) & Trishna (1985). It will be yet another act of grest mercy if you can help locate any of these old elixir. Obviously 
price no bar if they are on sale. Do reply - thanks & God Bless Rab Rakha. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 July 2013 

 Hi Raghav, 
Thanks a lot for appreciating the effort being made here with the help of all like-minded friends loving those Golden Years. 
However regarding the serials, Subah (1987), Kahan Gaye Wo Log (1985), Satyajit Ray presents(1987) & Trishna (1985), till date they 
are not available both at Home Video and Youtube. 
 
Still you can listen to the opening title song of Subah at the following link : 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6g0egugUNI 
 
Enjoy. 
Cheers!  

  

 prakash agrawal    submitted on 22 July 2013 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqQUWmivtxI
http://na/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6g0egugUNI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6g0egugUNI


 
dear Bobby sir,  
Please accept my thanks for your great favor to TV lovers. 
I will be grateful if you please provide me a Dance Drama or story based on story of Gurdev RabindraNath Tegore named The Hungry 
Stone > kshudit pashan this dance drama telecast near 1985 to 90 . I remember Shri Dinesh Shakul ( Chandra Gupta in Chankya 
serial ) 
In this story a person meet to a gov. officer in railway waiting room and tell him a about a shapit patthar . the officer go to the old mahal 
and in the night he saw a dance and action of past time by souls. 
 
I will be very much thankful to you if you provide me a CD of that show.  
 
My Email :- prakashagrawal25@yahoo.com 
 
prakash.nkcl@gmail.com 
 
I hope you will favor me to complete my favorite Drama. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 July 2013 

 Hi Prakash Agrawal,   
Thanks a lot for your kind praise on this collective effort, but unfortuantely the dance drama you are looking for is not available in any 
visual form at the present.  
However there is an audio story rendition at Youtube you can listen to at the following link : 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyN6Zcv6OX0 
 
Hoping that any friend here can provide some other info on the same in the next comments. 
Do keep visiting and writing in. 
Cheers!  

  

 prakash agrawal    submitted on 26 July 2013 

 
Dear Bobby Sir, 
Thanks a lot for your support to search Dance Drama.  
I request you if you get this any time, please oblige me.  
 
prakash agrawal 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 31 July 2013 

 Dear Prakash Agrawal, 
The pleasure is all mine and I will surely inform you as there is some more info on the same. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Gaurang Agrawal    submitted on 28 July 2013 

 
There was a Sci-Fi TV series which used to be aired on Doordarshan in late 90s. The show format was that the crew of the ship used 
a time machine to bring some well known scientist like Einstein, Newton from past so as to solve the problem they faced in the 
space...whats its name?? 
 
Even I am desperate to find the name of this serial which saurav mentioned!!! 
 
There used to be a space ship, crew members and a notorious kid whose friend was a robot. That robot would talk in a funny accent.  
In every episode they bring different scientists through a time machine and then demonstrate what they did in their lifetime and also 
made scientists to demonstrate their work. 
I think it used to aired around 12pm or around 4 pm when I used to come from school :P 
---  
 
Answer is Great Experiment :  
 
dvd/video link of show 'great experiment 1997-1998 
plot: old scientist/uncle Sunil Shende, kids and human robot on spaceship, famous scientists came on show (einsten,newton,graham 
bell, etc) 
 
Doordarshan Archives/ Purchase point for 'the Great Experiments' aired 1997-1998 UTV Productions Directed by Kabir. 
 
Gaurang 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 31 July 2013 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyN6Zcv6OX0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyN6Zcv6OX0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyN6Zcv6OX0


 Thanks for your valuable info Gaurang and please also share about any link you know of, which is there somewhere on the net.  
(As there was no link in your comment) 
Cheers! 

  

 nishant sharma    submitted on 29 July 2013 

 
Hello ever1, I have noticed that no one mentioned a serial called circus, and it was before 1990 and shahrukh khan acted in it with 
ashutosh gowatrikar as well and also  
Surbhi 
chutti-chutti( came during summer vaccation) 
the program on milkha singh 
potli baba ki 
evergreen chitrahar 
dil dariya ( again SRK) 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 31 July 2013 

 Hi Nishant, 
Thanks for your comment here with more names but I think you missed the name CIRCUS in the list somehow as it was right there 
ever since it was posted few years back. 

  

 Pratiti    submitted on 29 July 2013 

 
Hello, 
 
Nobody mentioned a serial named 'Show Theme' where clippings from cinemas was shown and it was telecasted on sunday morning. 
And Raju aur urant tastari (something like this, I forgot the exact name), Janki Jasus by Archana Puran Singh was also there. Neev, a 
school life drama, shown on Sundays. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 31 July 2013 

 Hi Pratiti, 
As mentioned before though this post is not about listing each & every serial of those golden years but still thanks a lot for your 
comment with new names and Keep Visiting. 
 
Cheers! 

 
Ritesh Pawar    submitted on 04 August 2013 

 
Hi..... 
Few year ago there was one serial on DD1 in that boy got jacket. 
whenever he put hand in pocket he got money every time  
please let me know the serial name if you know. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 August 2013 

 Hi Ritesh Pawar, 
Since I cannot recall the serial or its name so lets see if any friend here can get us the name in his response. 
Cheers! 

  

 
Anuradha Chahal    submitted on 05 August 2013 

 
Plzzzz start 'ghar ka chirag' and 'emperor of the sea' shows again,,,,, my family and freinds wanna sea these shows again,,,,,, plzzzzz 
plzzzzz sir, 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 August 2013 

 Hi Anuradha, 
Though we don upload any videos here at the site but I hope a like minded friend or the concerned production house does it soon on 
youtube or home video market in the shape of DVDs. 
Cheers! 



  

 
Santosh    submitted on 08 August 2013 

 
I remember a serial named "Intezaar" which was based upon the story of a Railway employee who falls in love with the Station 

Master's daughter. Pawan Malhotra was the lead protagonist. The title song was something like this "Bhhoke ko roti ka, lootere ko 

mauke ka, Bekaar ko naukri kaa, Apni apni manzilon ka sabko Intezaar hai". And there was also a serial named Manoranjan. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 August 2013 

 Thanks a lot Santosh for reminding us of these serial with your brief description.  
But if you are really interested then please go through more than 500 comments in the PDF files shared in the links given below the 
post as they have some very exclusive and nostalgic info about many such serials of that golden era. 
 
Keep Visiting and Writing in. 
Cheers! 

  

 
joy    submitted on 10 August 2013 

 
Great collection Thanks. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 August 2013 

 Thanks for writing in Joy and Keep Visiting! 
Cheers! 

  

 vikas    submitted on 10 August 2013 

 
Ya, 
The golden era is calling us olders again for superb entertainment... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 August 2013 

 It was truly the Golden Era of Television undoubtedly Vikas. 
Cheers! 

  

 
Sameer    submitted on 13 August 2013 

 
Wonderful list of Serials.......... By any chance would you be able to guide how I can get the Entire TV Series of "Param Vir 

Chakra"............ used to love that series as a child. Thanks 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 August 2013 

 Thanks Sameer for writing in and the good news is that now you can see your favourite serial "Param Veer Chakra" at the following 
link : 
 
http://www.youtube.com/user/HimalayaFilmsIndia 
 
Enjoy! 
Cheers! 

  

 
Jayesh Bhuriya    submitted on 18 August 2013 

http://www.youtube.com/user/HimalayaFilmsIndia
http://www.youtube.com/user/HimalayaFilmsIndia
http://www.youtube.com/user/HimalayaFilmsIndia


 
Hi Ritesh Pawar 
That was not serial but a childrens movie KARAMATI COAT and you may watch through many websites and short clip available on 
youtube also. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 August 2013 

 Thanks Jayesh for reminding us about this interesting one. 
Cheers!  

  

 
Rashmi   Delhi submitted on 19 August 2013 

 
Dear Bobby ji  
I Have not been able to write since a very long time. But I am back with some interesting updates 
Serial Zindagi starring Sharmaila Tagore now available on You Tube though it aired on Star Tv it is great series to watch with some 
fine performances 
Serial Thoda sa aasma starring Deepti Naval now available on Youtube 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 August 2013 

 Dear Rashmi, 
Thanks once again for adding to the precious list with your personal efforts. 
 
From my side the development is that due to more than 500 comments to the post, now I have compiled them all as PDF documents 
which can easily downloaded from the link given and read at a person's own will easily. 
I hope this will save time and be convenient for all like minded friends who wish to read more about all those golden serials and their 
availability. 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 
Srijit    submitted on 19 August 2013 

 
I think there was a fantasy tv series in the late 90's similar to Alif Laila which was perhaps named Ek Tha Gul Ek Thi Bulbul if I am not 
wrong. I am unable to find any information about it anywhere in internet. Could you please tell me the correct name if I am wrong about 
the name or more information about the TV series. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 August 2013 

 Dear Srijit, 
Thanks for your comment and all the like minded friends here would surely come up as soon as there is some info on this particular 
serial. So do stay connected and keep visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 
Pal    submitted on 22 August 2013 

 
Hello... Great work with the list.. Just wanted to know if you could include all the serials which were aired on DD Metro too.. along with 
the ones from Nine Gold. Been searching for them from quite some time now... and though Google has information it is really not 
extensive. Really appreciate if you could get it all together with the names of the serial and the Title tracks. There are lot of people who 
want to title tracks of these serials. Thanks and again awesome work...:) 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 August 2013 

 Hi Pal, 
Thanks for your kind comment but actually this post was not about mentioning all the serials but only the selected ones. Yet if you are 
really willing to read all those names then do search at the Wikipedia as there is a whole page of Doordarshan Serials on it with a long 
list. 
 
Regarding the title tracks, please find time to go through 'The Comments PDF Files'  available for download here (at the end of the 

http://delhi/


post) since they do have some very valuable links of complete serials and their Title tracks too. And I am sure you would find many 
precious ones in there which you have been looking for. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Kishore    submitted on 27 August 2013 

 
The serial Ritesh Panwar is talking about is a movie instead "Karamati Coat". 
 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2454134/ 
 
It was 1993 so doesn't make the pre 1990 cut. 
 
Bye. 
Kish. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 August 2013 

 Thanks Kishore for answering the query and keep visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 
Fashion With Compassion  fashionpluscompassion.blogspot.com submitted on 27 August 2013 

 
Awesome post! I was feeling particularly homesick and this was a great reminder of home! And yes, you are right, it is indeed sad that 
those serials are still the best produced. There are a few like Satyamev Jayate that come close. But that is it. Growing up, I always 
wanted to be either Rajni or the police officer on Udaan. 
 
Also, you missed one of my favorites. "Wah Janaab!" 
 
But seriously for this post you deserve a Wah Janaab yourself! 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 29 August 2013 

 Hi, 
Thanks for your encouraging comment and thanks for mentioning "Wah Janaab!" too. However if you can find time then do go through 
"The Comments PDF files" available for download here which have lots of info on many more serials in them and the links too. 
Cheers! 

  

 
yasmeen    submitted on 31 August 2013 

 
hi.i remember serial jisme purane khat 20 saal baad koi post karta hai,aur jab woh khat logo ke haath aate hai unki zangi badal jaati 

hai. mujhe kuch episodes dhundle yaad hai.bhaut acchi serial hoti thi woh.shayad kisi ko yaad ho. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 05 September 2013 

 Thanks for your comment here Yasmeen and I am sure any friend here would soon come up with the right info about his interesting 
serial. 

Cheers!  

  

 
Atul    submitted on 07 September 2013 

 
When I was very small School going, I remember watching on Doodarshan a serial called " Laddoo Singh Taxiwalla" starring Paintal. It 

was, if I remember right directed by ATMARAM. It was in the year 1975-76. 

  

http://fashionpluscompassion.blogspot.com/


 bobbysing submitted on 19 September 2013 

 Hi Atul, 
Thanks for writing in and "Ladoo Singh Taxiwalla" starring Paintal is right there in the list. However as far as I can remember it 
came around 1980. 
Cheers! 

  

 
Manish Agarwal    submitted on 08 September 2013 

 
Great list, please can some body remind me the name of a serial which had Madan Jain and Harsh Chaya playing a blind musician. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 September 2013 

 Hi Manish, 
I am sure someone would be posting the name soon in the reply comments. 
So keep visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 
alisha    submitted on 09 September 2013 

 
Hi, 
There was a serial called pehchaan about three sisters, which was showing Mon-Fri at 2:30pm, which was discontinued please start 
that show once again during the night time. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 September 2013 

 Hi Alisha, 
Though its really tough but I hope all these old serials get released on Home Video or at Youtube soon. 
So all we can is HOPE. 

Cheers! 

  

 vineet sood    submitted on 09 September 2013 

 
sir can you please tell me where can i get the gazal of shri jagjit singh ji which he sung as title song of famous dd serial "isi bahane" 

......its a request sir 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 September 2013 

 Hi Vineet Sood, 
At this moment I dont have any info on the same but would sure let you know as soon as I get some. 
So keep visiting, 
Cheers! 

  

 
alisa    submitted on 11 September 2013 

 
Hey guys I wanna know the real name of nargis .... from serial nargis.....i like her very much but dont know her name so if u guys can 
help me then must na... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 September 2013 

 Hi Alisa, 



Regarding the query if this is the serial you are talking about then I am sure a friend here would soon give us the real name too. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uue4jc9KMTo 
 
So Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 
Sudhir    submitted on 12 September 2013 

 
Dear Bobby, 
Could you please help to get 'Sathyavadi Raja Harischandra' if possible. 
Thanks, 
Sudhir 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 September 2013 

 Dear Sudhir, 
Thanks for writing in and just try the following link if it gives you the one you are searching for. 
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Satyavadi+Raja+Harishchandra 
 
Cheers! 

  

 
Ashish    submitted on 18 September 2013 

 
Some more to add to the list 

 

DD's comedy show 

Fragile Rock 

Lusie show 

Star Trek 

Safarnama 

Paying Guest 

Vikran Vetal 

Indradhanush 

Sihasan Batheesee 

Fairy Tales Theater 

Mickey and Friends 

Spiderman 

Circus 

Nukkad 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 19 September 2013 

 Hi Ashish, 
Thanks for your comment with more names but if as mentioned in the post, firstly we are only remembering the Hindi serials here 
before the 90s and secondly serials like Vikram Betaal, Circus and Nukkad are already there in the list (which you might have missed). 

However I would like to inform that if you are really interested in this subject then do refer to more than 500 comments in the PDF files 
shared at the end of the post since those discussion have much more valuable information and links on the same. 

Cheers! 

  

 
Pranab Saxena   www.lemontreehotels.com submitted on 21 September 2013 

 
I am including the exhaustive list of TV serials that were aired on DD. Hope you find this information meaningful. I am an avid collector 

of movies, TV serials and have managed to get DVD copies of all that is available in the market these days.  

 

Regards, 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uue4jc9KMTo
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Satyavadi+Raja+Harishchandra
http://www.lemontreehotels.com/


Pranab  

 

________________________________________________________________ 

A Mouthful Of Sky 

A Tryst with the People of India 

Aa Bail Mujhe Maar 

Aaina 

Aakhri Daav 

Aamne Saamne 

Aap Beeti 

Ados Pados 

Agatha Christie’s Poirot 

Agni 

Afsane 

Air Hostess 

Aisa Bhi Hota Hai 

Ajnabi 

Akbar The Great 

Akira 

Alpha Plus 

Alice In Wonderland 

Alif Laila 

All the Best 

Amir Khusro 

Amravati Ki Kahaniyan 

Anandi Gopal 

Ank Ajube 

Aparajita 

Apna Apna Aasman 

Appu Aur Pappu 

Aryamaan 

Asish 

Aurat 

Baaton Baaton Mein 

Babaji Ka Bioscope 

Bahadur Shah Zafar 

Baigan Raja 

Bante Bigadte 

Barbapapa 

Barrister Vinod 

Basera 

Bharat Ek Khoj Shyam Benegal 

Bhootnath 

Bible Ki Kahaniyan 

Bioscope 

Bodyline (miniseries) 

Boolbul Bagh 

Brahmaand 

Buniyaad 

Byomkesh Bakshi 

Captain Vyom 

Chamatkari Telephone 

Chanakya - ChandraPrakash Dwivedi 

Chandrakanta 

Chapte Chapte 

Charitraheen 

Chauraha 

Chayageet 

Chekhov Ki Duniya 

Chhoti Badi Baatein 

Chhutti Chhutti 

Chitrahaar 

Chunauti 

Chunni 

Circus 

Cricket with Mohinder Amarnath 



Daane Anaar Ke 

Dada Dadi Ki Kahaniyaan 

Danger Bay 

Darpan 

Dayasagar 

Deewar 

Dekh Bhai Dekh 

Dekho Magar Pyar Se 

Deviji 

Didi’s Comedy Show 

Dil Dariya 

Disney Hour 

Doosra Keval 

Duck Tales 

Duniya Gazab Ki 

Different Strokes 

Ek Din Achaanak 

Ek Do Teen Char 

Ek Ghar Aas Paas 

Ek Se Badhkar Ek 

Ek Tha Rusty 

Ekai Dahai Saikda 

Fairy Tale Theatre 

Farmaan 

Faster Fene 

Fatichar 

Fauji - Shahrukh Khan 

Fhir Wahi Talaash 

Flop Show Jaspal Bhatti's 

Focus 

Fraggle Rock 

Ganadevta 

Gaurav 

Gayab Aaya 

Ghutan 

Ghar 

Giant Robot 

Gopichand Jasoos 

Guchhae 

Guinness Book of World Records 

Guldasta 

Gul Gulshan Gulfaam 

Guniram 

Haddi Raja 

Hamari Bahu Tulsi 

Hakke Bakke 

Hari Mirchi Lal Mirchi 

Heera Panna 

Hello Zindagi 

He-Man and the Masters of the Universe 

Himalay Darshan 

Himalaya Ki Goud Mein 

Honee Anhonee 

How’s That! 

Hum Hindustani 

Hum Log 

Hum Pancchi Ek Daal Ke 

Humrahi 

Here comes Lucy 

Idhar Udhar 

Indradhanush 

Imtihaan 

Inkaar 

Intajaar 

Intezaar Aur Sahi 

Isi Bahaane 



Itihaas 

Jai Hanuman - Sanjay Khan's  

Janbaaz 

Jaanki Jasoos 

Jantar Mantar 

Jhingur Pehalwan 

Ji Mantriji 

Jugalbandhi 

Jungle Book 

Junoon 

Kab Tak Pukaroon 

Kabhi Saas Kabhi Bahu 

Kacchi Dhoop 

Kahan Gaye Woh Log 

Kala Paani 

Kakaji Kahin 

Karamati 

Karan the Detective 

Kashmakash Zindgi Ki 

Katha Sagar 

Karamchand 

Kashish 

Khali Haath 

Khandaan 

Khel Khel Mein 

Karwa Sach 

Kile Ka Rahasya 

Kirdaar 

Kissa Shanti Ka 

Knight Rider 

Krishi Darshan 

Kshitij Yeh Nahin 

Kya Banoge Munna 

Kunti 

Kanoon 

kuch khoya kuch paya 

Lahun ke phool 

Lekhu 

Life Line 

Living on the Edge 

Lohit Kinare 

Lok lok ki baatein 

The Lucky Show 

Mahabharat 

Main Dilli Hoon 

Malgudi Days 

Mamaji 

Manoranjan 

Manzil apni apni 

Mashaal 

Mashahoor Mahal 

MatheMagic 

Meri Awaaz Suno 

Mirza Ghalib 

Mitti Ke Rang 

Morning Transmission 

Mrityunjay 

Mr. & Mrs. 

Mr. Yogi 

Mrignayani 

Mujrim Haazir 

Mulla Naseeruddin 

Mummies Alive 

Mungeri Lal Ke Haseen Sapne 

Mungeri Ke Bhai Naurangi 

Mein Tulsi Tere Aagan ki 



Nadia 

Naya Nukkad 

Nathkat Narad 

Neem Ka Ped 

Neev 

Nirmala 

Nukkad 

Nupur 

Oshin 

Om Namah Shivay Dheeraj Kumar & Zuby Kochhar 

Pachpan Khambe Lal Deewarein 

Palash ke Phool 

Panch tantra ki kathayen 

Panchhi 

Pankhon Se Panjon Tak 

Parakh 

Param Vir Chakra 

Paying Guest 

PC 1008 

PC Aur Mausi 

Phir Wahi Talaash 

Phool Khile Hain Gulshan Gulshan 

Phulwanti 

Police File Se 

Potli Baba Ki 

Puraskar 

Phatichar 

Prashan Manch 

Prahari 

Professor Vasan 

Pumpkin Patch 

Quiz Time 

Rajni 

Ramayan - Ramanand Sagar's with Arun Govil 

Rangarang 

Rangoli 

Reporter 

Raja Ka Baja 

Raju Aur Udaantashtari 

Raag Darbari 

Raja Aur Rancho 

Rimba’s Island 

Raghukul Reet Sada Chali Aai 

Saanjha Chulha 

Sab ka maalik ek hai - Shirdi Saibaba 

Safarnama 

Samundar 

Sangharsh 

Sansaar 

Saptahiki 

Sauda 

School Days 

Sea Hawks 

Shanti 

Shaktimaan 

Show Time 

Shrikant 

Shriman Shrimati 

Shri Krishna - Ramanand Sagar's 

Sigma 

Sinbaad The Sailor 

Singhasan Battisi 

Space City Sigma 

Spiderman 

Star Trek 

Street Hawk 



Stone Boy 

Subah 

Subah-Savere 

Sukanya 

Suno Re Kissa 

Super Human Samurai Cyber Squad 

Super Six 

Suraag – The Clue 

Surabhi 

Swabhimaan 

Swaraj 

Some guys just ‘ve ‘em 

Taana Baana 

Talaash 

TaleSpin 

Tamas 

Tandoori Nights 

Tarang 

Tehkikaat 

Telematch 

Tenali Rama 

Terah panne 

The Great Maratha 

The National Programme of Dance 

The Sword of Tipu Sultan 

The World This Week 

Thoda Sa Aasman 

Thundercats 

Thumblina 

Trishna 

Turning Point 

Twelve Months 

Udaan 

Ulta Pulta 

Upanyaas 

Uttar Ramayan 

Upasana 

Vikram Aur Betaal 

Vilayti baaboo 

Viraasat 

Vishwamitra 

Vishwa Darshan 

Wagle Ki Duniya 

Wah Janaab 

Waqt 

World of Sports 

World This Week 

Yeh Duniyan Gazab Ki 

Yeh Jo Hai Zindagi 

Yug 

Yugantar 

Yatra 

Zigma 

Zamana Badal Gaya 

Zameen Aasmaan 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 September 2013 

 Dear Pranab Saxena, 
Thanks for your effort made but actually there has been a lot added in this respect in more than 600 comments on this post in the past. 
Moreover if you wish to see each and every name of those serials, then do chek out the Wikipedia page on this subject of 
Doordarshan Serials. 
OR 
If you are really interested then please go through all those comments compiled in the PDF files shared in the links given below the 
post as they have some very exclusive and nostalgic information points about many such serials of that golden era, probably not 



available at any one place on the net. 
 
So please do find some time to chek those PDF files and Keep Visiting. 
Cheers! 

  

 Leena    submitted on 23 September 2013 

 
where can i find the ghazal played in Shreekanth. I still hum it but have forgotten the lyrics. Its been so long. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 23 September 2013 

 Hi Leena, 
Thanks for visiting and writing in. Few of the clips of Shrikant are available at Youtube. So just chek at the following link if you can get 
what you are searching for. 
 
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=shrikant+serial 
 
Cheers! 

  
Bobby Sing   bobbytalkscinema.com submitted on 26 September 2013 

 
To all the like-minded readers here, 
 
Since the article was posted in December 2009, there have been more than 500 comments on the same with mention of all the 
remaining titles, many valuable links and some rare information about our loved serials of that golden era, which might not be there on 
the net in a collective form. 
 
So if you are really interested then you can easily go through all those comments and discussion now compiled in PDF files (year wise) 
shared in the links given below the post. 
 
The files can be downloaded with just a click and then accessed as per your convenience to once again feel that nostalgia of those 
forgotten times. 
 
With a hope that you would love to go back in that golden era with so much info about all those serials to cherish and enjoy! 
 
Cheers! 
HIS BLESSINGS 

  

 Joe    submitted on 28 September 2013 

 
Oye Bobby pra,  
 
Tussi great ho! :-) 
 
I was looking for online video of INTEZAR an amazing 1980s serial. Can you help me with info n its availability? I want to buy DVD if 
available. 
 
I won't be able to sleep in peace without it. Please help me Paaji. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 October 2013 

 Dear Joe, 
Thanks for visiting and writing in. 
Though I dont have any info on this serial at this moment but would sure let you know as soon as something comes up. 
Cheers! 

  

 Ravindra A Kamble    submitted on 30 September 2013 

 
Dear Bobby Ji 
 
I am frantically looking for videos of the serial "Rahen Na Rahen Hum" hosted by Javed Akhtar in 2001. Are those episodes available 
in the form of DVD?  
 
I am sure you would be able to help. I even thought of writing to Javed Ji but I could not get his email ID. 
 

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=shrikant+serial
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=shrikant+serial
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=shrikant+serial
http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=shrikant+serial
http://bobbytalkscinema.com/


Thanks & regards 
 
Ravindra A Kamble 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 01 October 2013 

 Dear Ravindra A Kamble, 
Unfortunately the serial has not been released in the home video market and the only place where it can appear in the future is 
Youtube with the efforts of a fan only. So do keep looking in there and I would also let you know if I any update is there at my side. 
 
However regarding contact with Javed Akhtar Saab, I think he is on Twitter and you can contact him there easily. 
Cheers! 

  

 Rashmi   Delhi submitted on 06 October 2013 

 
Dear Bobbyji 
Greetings for the festive season to all my friends.I am back with new updates.Serial Buniyaad and Charitraheen now available on 
Desitvforum.com.Click on DD National program list . 
 
Regards 
Rashmi 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 October 2013 

 Thanks a lot Rashmi for all your valuable updates and keep in touch. 
Cheers! 

  

 tinu    submitted on 07 October 2013 

 
dear sir 
there was a serial with name "stone..." something which was way ahead of times and can easily pass for sci-fiction serial. can you help 
recollecting the name? a boy ( in malasyia or mauritus somewhere....) 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 October 2013 

 Dear Tinu, 
If you really wish to know the name and many more names of that golden past then just download the Collective Comments PDF files 
from the link given at the bottom of the post and have a good time. 
In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from like minded friends in the last few years, including many surprising links 
and information to share, which is not available in the net in a collective form. 
 
So do give it a try and have a great time. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Tanya    submitted on 09 October 2013 

 
Kshitij Yeh Nahi... You missed this... I loved this serial very much 
 
Tehakikaat... Vijay Anand and Gopi please include in the serials list 
Sudesh Berry's kashish... 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 October 2013 

 Dear Tanya, 
All these names and many more are already mentioned in more than 600 previous comments at the post. 
So if you are really interested then just download the Collective Comments PDF files from the link given at the bottom of the post and 
have a good time. 
In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from like minded friends in the last few years, including many surprising links 
and information to share, which is not available in the net in a collective form. 
 
So do give it a try and have a great time. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Chandrakant    submitted on 14 October 2013 

http://delhi/


 
Bobby Sir 
I just remembered the old serials..Kehkashan and Mitti Ki Rang. 
Has any body included this two serials. I was just rendering the title song of Mitti ke rang.. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 October 2013 

 Hi Chandrakant, 
All these names and many more are already mentioned in more than 600 previous comments at the post. 
So if you are really interested then just download the Collective Comments PDF files from the link given at the bottom of the post and 
have a good time. 
In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from like minded friends in the last few years, including many surprising links 
and information to share, which is not available in the net in a collective form. 
 
So do give it a try and have a great time. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Kifayath Pasha l    submitted on 15 October 2013 

 
Hi Team, 
 
I would like to see Mulla Nasirrudin Serial , which used to be telecasted on doordarshan . 
 
Not the animated one but the one with real charaters. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 October 2013 

 Hi Kifayath Pasha, 
All these names and many more are already mentioned in more than 600 previous comments at the post. 
So if you are really interested then just download the Collective Comments PDF files from the link given at the bottom of the post and 
have a good time. 
In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious comments from many like minded friends in the last few years, including many surprising 
links and information to share, which is not available at the net in a collective form. 
 
So do give it a try and have a great time. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 ANJALI    submitted on 16 October 2013 

 
Hi, 
 
Can you pls also include episodes of "Potli baba ki"? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 October 2013 

 Hi Anjali, 
For this and many more such names, just download the Collective Comments PDF files from the link given at the bottom of the post 
and have a good time. 
In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious 600+ comments from many like minded friends in the last few years, including many 
surprising links and information to share, which is not available at the net in a collective form. 
 
So do give it a try and have a great time. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Priceless    submitted on 19 October 2013 

 
Hi All, 
 
I hava thought of some 5-6 DD serials which I have seen during my childhhod days but still remember some bit. 
 
Please help me recall the names and if there is any link available somewhere to watch them again. 
 
1. This was a marathi adaptation with arun govil, archana joglekar where she comes and stays at his home. There is a beautiful song ( 
Tera Mera manwa kaise ek hui re ). 
 
2. Then there was Nisha singh serial with the lead guy acting quite khadoos. Even though he liked her but never admitted, probably his 



name was aditya dhanrajgir. 
 
3. This one had smita jaykar, maya alagh and tom alter. Was shot somewhere in the hills. Smita was in love with Kiran kumar but 
couldnt marry him and then she suddenly meets him somewhere. Also had the guy from dekh bhai dekh and gul gulshan gulpham ( 
Vishal Singh ). 
 
4. This was om puri's serial, The tittle song was like " Yeh ishq nahi aasaan, itna to samajh lijiye, ek aag ka dariya hain aur doob ke 
jana hain ). 
 
5. This one had girish karnad and probably his younger brother was in love with some snob rich girl but girish karnad got him married 
to some village girl and he doesnt accept her as his wife. Some south indian adaptation. 
 
6. This was a telefilm ( Hindola I believe ), Smita jayakar loves and dreams about shekhar suman but she is married to Farooq sheikh. 
It was a sweet romcom. 
 
7. Last one ... This is some navy serial ( not sea hawks )... This girl loves some army or navy guy but her mom ( Vineeta Malik ) doesnt 
let her marry him and instead asks her to tie a rakhi. 
 
8. This was a serial on school guys shot in hostel ..probably the first one .. It had a lead guy who was quite strong. 
 
Will think of some more and post. Need help in remembering the names and find a link to watch. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 22 October 2013 

 Hi Priceless, 
Hoping that your questions are answered soon by a friend here, I would like to suggest that please download and go through the 
Collective Comments PDF files from the link given at the bottom of the post and have a good time. 
 
In fact there is a lot hidden in those precious 600+ comments from many like minded friends in the last few years, including many 
surprising links and information to share, which is not available at the net in a collective form. 
 
So do give it a try and have a great time. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Saurabh    submitted on 27 October 2013 

 
Hi, 
Have tried everywhere for Kashish starring Sudesh Berrry and Malvika Tiwari.. Can you please help me in this..!! 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 November 2013 

 Hi Saurabh, 
Please do refer to the earlier comments PDF Files shared in the end of the post since you might find many valuable links and 
information mentioned in it as required related to the serials you are looking for. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Ayub    submitted on 27 October 2013 

 
I am very fasicinated to Serial Junoon which use to come on doordarshan. i happen to see episodes of this serial on Youtube - but not 
all are present. i am looking to buy Full episodes DVD of this serial and wondering - where can i get it? if someone please stir me - that 
will be very much appreciated. 
 
Thanks, 
Ayub 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 November 2013 

 Hi Ayub, 
Please do refer to the earlier comments PDF Files shared in the end of the post since you might find many valuable links and 
information mentioned in it as required related to the serials you are looking for. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Anita    submitted on 29 October 2013 

 
I am looking out for the serials Trishna and Sea Hawks. Tried seraching for it on line without success. Can i get the recording. 
 



Thanks 
Anita 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 November 2013 

 Hi Anita, 
Do look in the "Earlier Comments PDF Files" shared in the end of the post as you might find some valuable info in it for the serials 
being searched. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 Anita    submitted on 29 October 2013 

 
Hi Priceless, 
 
I think the serial you are talking about is TRISHNA - The guy is Tarun Dhanrajgir.  
And if i am not mistaken the Navy serial is Samundhar which had Samir Soni (Neelam's husband). 
  

  

 ravi    submitted on 30 October 2013 

 
Hi bobby paaji 
 
I am looking for the name of the serial where a boy creates computer out of scrap what was the name of the show. 
 
Ravi 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 November 2013 

 Hi Ravi, 
Though I dont have any info about the same but I am sure any of our friends here can provide the same in the reply comment. 
Cheers! 

  

 Sue    submitted on 04 November 2013 

 
Hi Bobby, 
I am badly wanting to watch the serial Kiley ka Rehasya telecast on doordarshan year 1989. 
Please let me know where can i download it from. 
 
Regards 
Sue 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 November 2013 

 Sorry Sue, the serial is not available at this moment anywhere as per my info and I also wished to watch it once again with that 
haunting tune. 
But its quite possible that some fan uploads it at the youtube in the coming months and we get to see it there after so many decades. 
 
So hoping for that to happen soon. 
Cheers! 

  

 Suyash    submitted on 14 November 2013 

 
Hi Bobby, 
 
I am luking for Serial called INDRADHANUSH can you help me in getting it. 
 
Regards, 
Suyash 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 November 2013 

 Hi Suyash, 
At present I dont have any info of its availability but you might get some in the "Earlier comments PDF files" given in the end of the 
post and the only other place it might get uploaded in the near future by a fan is Youtube.com 
 
Cheers! 



  

 Ann    submitted on 16 November 2013 

 
Hello, 
 
I was wondering if I could ask you a few questions regarding the shows in Doordarshan, especially about it being telecast abroad. Can 
you help me? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 16 November 2013 

 Hi Ann, 
I will surely try to help in the best way I can so you go ahead and ask the same. 
But if you have some links or works to share then you can also contact me at my e-mail id i.e. bobbysing@gmail.com 
 
Looking forward to your queries. 
Cheers! 

  

 Rahul D Gaikwad    submitted on 18 November 2013 

 
hi! 
you forgot  
FATICHAR. 
GUL GULSHAN GULFAAM. 
POTLIWALE BABA KAHAANI. 
HUM PANCHHI EK CHWAL KE[SAI PARANJPEE DIRECTED] 
AND THE GEM STONE...."MITTI KE RANG"[I CAN STILL HEAR THE TITLE SONG!] 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 17 November 2013 

 Dear Rahul, 
A lot and almost all has been already stated here before, in more than 600 comments given in the "Earlier comments PDF files" 
available for download (at the links given in the end of the post.) 
So if you are really keen on reading about many more than do find some time and go through all those valuable comments and have a 
good time. 
Cheers! 

  

 Akshay Sharma    submitted on 23 November 2013 

 
hi  
i just wanted to know that in 1999 i think there was a serial called director's cut which was aired on dd1 or dd2 
it showed 2 hr short films can anyone tell me about a comedy short film which was a part of that series  
i think its name was "oh meri maa" 
plz revert back if you have any information about it 
i wish to see that movie again 
if i could get the link of that video or exact name of the movie or director's name then it would be awesome. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 24 November 2013 

 Hi Akshay, 
Yes I do remember the serial but not sure whether it was on DD or any other channel. 
However am not having any kind of info at this point of time, but may be any friend reading this can help on the issue somehow. 
Cheers! 

  

 jittuanimator    submitted on 26 November 2013 

 
Hi Bobby Ji 
plz Add Gul Gulshan Gulfaam, Aajnabi (DD Metro) it had a soulful Music, Bengan Raja (Dopahar Ki Sabha), Aa Bail Muje maar (same 
Dopahar ki Sabha with Safi Inamadar), Srimati ji, Supar Hit Muquabala, Ek se Bad kar Ek (Countdown Show with Asrani as Bhoot bhai 
And a Chinese Character who spell always AAU MAAU CHAAU), Sigma (a Story Played in Space with has a famous character in that 
named SHAKTI), Stone Boy (A supernatural Boy's story), Grah laxmi ka jinn 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 November 2013 

 Hi Jittuanimator, 
A lot and almost all has been already stated here before, in more than 600 comments given in the "Earlier comments PDF files" 
available for download (at the links given in the end of the post.) 



So if you are really keen on reading about many more than do find some time and go through all those valuable comments and have a 
good time. 
Cheers! 

  

 Devasish Gupta   iaminfiniteeternal.com/ submitted on 27 November 2013 

 
You forgot Shriman Shrimati by Adhikari Brothers. 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 27 November 2013 

 Hi Devasish, 
A lot and almost all has been already stated here before, in more than 600 comments given in the "Earlier comments PDF files" 
available for download (at the links given in the end of the post.) 
So if you are really keen on reading about many more then do find some time and go through all those valuable comments and have a 
good time. 
Cheers! 

  

 asif yaar   gmail submitted on 07 December 2013 

 
Dear Bobby; 
 
Great job. But you have missed serial like stone boy; chanakya; doosra cable; circus; samander; Mashaal; Aakhri Daav and few more 
that I am unable to recall. 
 
Please update. 
Regards; 
Mohammad Asif 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 11 December 2013 

 Dear Asif, 
All that you have mentioned or finding missing has already been stated here before, in more than 600 comments given in the "Earlier 
comments PDF files" available for download (at the links given in the end of the post.) 
So if you are really keen on reading about many more then do find some time and go through all those valuable comments and have a 
good time. 
 
Cheers! 

  

 shailendra    submitted on 15 December 2013 

 
I WANT TELEFILM GULABDI WHICH WAS TELICAST SEVRAL TIME ON DD1 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 December 2013 

 Hi Shailendra, 
Actually now the only place you can find this is at Youtube or when DD officially makes the DVDs of all its old serials. 
And unfortunately at this moment many films and serials are not available at both these platforms yet. 
Still we do have the hope....., so keep searching. 
Cheers! 
 
  

  

 SACHIN SHUKLA    submitted on 18 December 2013 

 
dear bobbyji,  
plz send me the list of old late night movies which r run on doordarshan 1983 onwards at friday night 10-11 pm ..... 
 
plz sir if possible then send me 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 December 2013 

 Dear Sachin, 
Sorry but I dont have any such list with me. But you can surely try in many similar forums on net and you might a friend who can 
provide you the same. 
Cheers! 

  

http://iaminfiniteeternal.com/
http://gmail/


 Debaditya Bagchi    submitted on 23 December 2013 

 
What about the serial NEEV which used to portray the hostel life of a school. Is it available in DVD? 

  

 bobbysing submitted on 26 December 2013 

 Hi Debaditya Bagchi, 
Unfortunately this particular serial and many more have not been released on DVD yet. 
But still the hope is there. 
Cheers! 

  

 Victor    submitted on 24 December 2013 

 
Mr. Sachin Shukla 
Did you obtain the list of movies? 
I am also looking for those. Please send me the list if you've got it.  
Thanks. 

 


